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A soft copy of the MAY Pinkun 2016 is now available for downloading on www.hkcc.org
If Members do not wish to receive a hard copy of The Pinkun, please notify us by clicking on hkcc@hkcc.org

Clubhouse Opening Hours: 0630 to midnight
(For all F&B Enquiries email fnb@hkcc.org)

Early Bird Dim Sum:
Sunday 1030 to 1145
Lunch:
Monday to Saturday
1200 to 1500 (The last order is 1415)
Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1330 (The last order is 1315)
1345 to 1530 (The last order is 1445)
Dinner: Daily 1800 to midnight
(The last order is 2215)
Reservations: 3511 8638

Daily 0730 to 2200
The last food order is 2130
Breakfast Menu 0730 to 1100
à la Carte from 1100 onwards
Breakfast Buffet on
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0730 to 1030

Monday to Friday
1600 to 2300
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2300
The last food order is 2230

Monday to Thursday
1130 to midnight
Friday & Saturday
& Day Before Public Holiday
1130 to 0100
Sunday & Public Holiday
0900 to midnight
The last food order is 2230

Swimming Pool Complex

May-October 0700 to 2130
Closed December & January
November-April 0700 to 2100

Squash Courts Complex

Daily 0730 to 2230

Sports Changing Rooms

Daily 0700 to 2300

SPORTS ANNEXE BUILDING
2nd Floor:
Sports Desk

Daily 0730 to 2300
Enquiry: 3511 8698

Gymnasium

Daily 0630 to 2200

Children’s Playroom

Daily 0900 to 2100

Golf Simulator

Daily 0900 to 2200

Snooker

Daily 1100 to 2300

Ten Pin Bowling Alley

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 		
Sunday, Public Holiday 1000 to 2200
Monday & Wednesday 1400 to 2200

Video & DVD Library

Weekday 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday 1100 to 1900
Public Holiday 1200 to 1800

3rd Floor:
Cricket Centre

Daily 0830 to 2230

Sports Hall

Daily 0830 to 2230

Roof Top:
SAB Tennis Courts

Daily 0700 to 2300

HKCC SPORTS SHOP

Open every day
Monday to Friday 1000 to 2000
Saturday and Sunday 0800 to 2030
Enquiry: 3511 8631
email: thesportshop@hkcc.org

Monday to Saturday 1000 to 2100
Sunday and Public Holiday 0800 to 2100
The last food order is 2030
(Summer 2100)

Pantone Process Cyan C

Pantone 274C

Annexe Bar
Monday to Friday 0930 to 2100
The last food order is 2030
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 0930 Beverage Service only
0830 to 2300

B4 Prince’s Building,
10 Chater Road,
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2810 6988
Fax: (852) 2810 6877
Email: dotcod@hkcc.org
Website: www.dotcod.com

Pantone 187C

85% Pantone Process Black C

Opening Hours:
0730-Midnight • Mon-Sat
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Australia’s first bank,
here in Asia.
With more than 40 years’ experience in Asia, take advantage of our
strong local and regional knowledge and expertise. Whether you’re
investing in Australian or New Zealand property, or just need a
trusted banking partner in Asia and Australasia, Westpac can help.

Speak with one of our Relationship Managers today.
Hong Kong +852 2842 9888
Visit www.westpac.hk

Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141 AFSL 233713. Westpac Hong Kong Branch
holds a banking licence and is subject to supervision by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority.
Westpac Hong Kong branch also holds a licence issued by the Hong Kong Securities and
Futures Commission (SFC) for Type 1 and Type 4 regulated activity.

Membership News

Notes from the Management

April

Congratulations to our Saturday League Team, Gap Ramblers, on winning
the HKCA Saturday League Trophy, Season 2015/16.

New Nominee Members
S.J. Andrews
J.M.W. Astbury
M.T. Baker
Stephen C.Y. Chung
Mrs. S.T. Deva
Y.H. Gan
J. Lynch
S. Munro
Miss J.L. Parkinson
A. Sorrenti
A. Shekhar
Ms. C.A. Storey
M.J. Starick
I.M. Wood
Queenie S.L. Yip
Cedric Q. Zhao
New Ordinary Member
S.P. Robson
New Subscriber Members
Mabel C.Y. Cheung
T. Flower
Mrs. H. Grisel
Rossana Lau
Chester T.P. Lui
Vincent H. Li
Simon C.Y. Tang
Geoffrey C.H. Tang
Johnny C.H. Tam
New Sporting Member
Ms. N.T. Marmont
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IMPORTANT NOTICE – The Club Annual General Meeting will be held in
the Multi-Purpose Room on Monday 30th May 2016 at 6.30 p.m.
A limited number of HKCC Perpetuity Corporate Nominee Memberships
are on offer.
They are fully transferable and each one entitles the Nominee and family
full use of the Club facilities, Dot Cod Restaurant and Overseas Reciprocal
Clubs’ arrangements, without the necessity of joining the Club’s ‘Waiting
List’. For a tour of the Hong Kong Cricket Club’s facilities and for further
information, please contact our Membership Secretary Ms. Clara Hung at
clarahung@hkcc.org or 3511 8616.
Lord’s Box in U.K. – England v. Pakistan Investec Test
Days 1 & 2, Thursday 14th and Friday 15th July 2016
HKCC has again secured a Private Hospitality Box at Lord’s Cricket Ground,
St. John’s Wood, London, for Days 1 and 2 of this match. Tickets are offered
on a first come first served basis and priority given to Members residing in
Hong Kong.
Please contact Clara Li at clarali@hkcc.org for more details and booking.
We are happy to announce that, with the effort
of all Club staff in 2015, Hong Kong Cricket
Club has achieved recognition again for ‘Green
Management’ by way of a ‘Class of Excellence’
Award for 2016. under the Hong Kong Awards
for Environment Excellence, organised by the Business Environment Council
and the Hong Kong Productivity Council that aims to encourage business
organisations to adopt Green Management practices. This is the eighth year
that HKCC has achieved this Award.

Departures
Stephen K.Y. Ting
C. Grieve
J. Lau
A. Towler

We encourage Members’ support to go green – such as by reducing the
number of towels used at the Pool Complex, Changing Rooms and the
Gym; bringing your own containers and bags for F&B Takeaway food and
Subscribing to e-Statement and e-Pinkun services. Members can subscribe
to these services by notifying us at hkcc@hkcc.org

Resignations – Nominee
Mrs. S.E. Dalrymple
W.J.P. Forsythe
Alex C.T. Lo
Adrian T.L. Lee
A.P. Nangia

Hong Kong Cricket Club provides a warm and friendly environment for
Members and their guests and a neat and tidy appearance is required
within the Clubhouse. Shoes should be worn at all times within the
Clubhouse – Swimming Pool Complex excepted. For the comfort and
convenience of all Members, your cooperation in adhering to the etiquette
and dress code guidelines is greatly appreciated.
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Master Plan Update

W

e thank Members for their patronage and support of the Willow Room in its temporary location.
The hoardings at the Sportsman’s Bar entrance, as well as the area adjoining the Squash Courts, have now
been removed.

The demolition work for the ‘Long Room Building’ has been completed. Piling and Foundation Works have started.
The demolition work for the Staircase located at the Swimming Pool Complex adjoining the Main Building will
commence before end of April and will be completed during the second week of May.
The underground drainage pipes installation along the driveway in front of the Club House have also been
completed. However, the touching up of defects are ongoing. Therefore, part of the driveway and the Membership
Car Park under the Sports Annexe Building may need to be closed to accommodate these works, without advance
notice. Please watch and follow the ‘Notice’ instructions placed on the driveway.
The Master Plan Phase One Works includes improving the Club’s ‘Disabled Facilities’. The 1/F toilets adjoining the
Willow Room will be closed from Monday 16th May 2016 until end of June to accommodate the improvement work.
Members and Guests will need to use the toilet facilities provided on the G/F or 2/F.
The above works will result in increased noise and dusty environment occurring during weekdays between 8 am to
6 pm. The Club Management will try their best to eliminate these effects on the Membership during Weekends and
Public Holidays.
Your continued support to this ‘Building The Future’ project is gratefully acknowledged.
“Questions and Comments” are welcome.
Please address these to the Management via email: hkcc@hkcc.org

2016 May The Pinkun
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Multi-Purpose Room

ACTIVITIES

Timetable - May 2016

Check www.hkcc.org for more details on Activities

Adult
Body Sculpt		

Dori Dainton

2895-6453 or 9462-0352

Cardio Kick Fit and		
Whole Body Circuit
(Shape Shifters)		

Karen Plowman

9644-4560

Group Fitness Classes		

Recreation Dept.

3511-8699

Pilates			

Jun Mabaquiano

9400-7523

Scottish Country Dancing		

Joseph Schembri

9378-5380

Spin Classes		

Davinia Ng

9151-1641

Yoga for Everybody (Adult)

Nancy Chatchawan

			

call Recreation Dept.

3511 8698

BodyRock with QueenB		

Sara Burton

9529-8198

Zumba			

Nicola Smith

9226-4967

Junior
Cricket
The Gappers 		

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

The Ramblers (U14-U17)

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

Multi Sport		

admin@multi-sport.com.hk

2540-1257

Ballet / Dance
(Southern School of Dance)

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Ten Pin Bowling
Sports Desk			

Please visit Club Website for more information and
enrolment; or contact Sports Desk at 3511-8698 or
e-mail at recreation@hkcc.org

ZUMBA
6
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3511-8698

MONDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1345
1415 - 1845
1900 - 2200

Shape Shifters with Karen
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Scottish Country Dancing

TUESDAY
0700 - 0745
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1445
1445 - 1745
1800 - 1900
1930 - 2030
2100 - 2200

Spin Blast with Davinia
Cardio Kick-Fit with Karen
Yoga for Everybody (Adult) with Nancy
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
BodyRock with QueenB
Netball Team Training
Table-Tennis

WEDNESDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1430
1500 - 2015
2045 - 2200

Zumba with Nicola
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

THURSDAY
0700 - 0745
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1115
1145 - 1400
1430 - 1730
1800 - 1900
1930 - 2230

Spin RPM with Davinia
Whole Body Circuit with Karen
Spin Blast with Davinia
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis
Table-Tennis (Team Practice)

FRIDAY
0800 - 0845
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1145 - 1215
1245 - 1400
1430 - 1945
2000 - 2230

Spin Blast with Davinia
Body Sculpt with Dori
Yoga for Everybody (Adult) with Nancy
Circuit Training with Davinia
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

SATURDAY
0900 - 1545
1600 - 1745
1800 - 2230

Multi-Sport Gymnastics
Jazz Funk / Hip-Hop Dance
Table-Tennis

SUNDAY
0900 - 2230

Table-Tennis

GENERAL INFORMATION
Club Sports Contacts
CRICKET
Captain of Cricket
Paul Watkins		
9278 1066
email: pjwatkins@gmail.com
WOMEN’S CRICKET
Convenor
Anita Miles		
9155 7300
email: anitamiles@strawberrynet.com
HOCKEY
Convenor
Matthew Deayton
9612 8444
email: matt8889@gmail.com
LAWN BOWLS
Convenor
Glyn Davies
2803 6189(o) 9330 1948(m)
email: davglyn@gmail.com
Ladies Captain
Garish Davies		
9270 4849
email: garishdavies@hotmail.com
NETBALL
Convenor
Krystle Edwards
email: netballconvenor@hkcc.org
RUGBY
Convenor
Graeme Pyott
email: rugby.chairman@hkcc.org

HKCC Sports Coaches
For all enquiries, please call Sports Desk, 3511 8698 email: recreation@hkcc.org

Cricket
Scott McKechnie

ECB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6375 7805

email: mckechniescott@hkcc.org

Nizakat Khan

ACC Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6433 9702

email: khannizakat@hkcc.org

Jasmine Titmuss

ECB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 9166 2602

email: jasminetitmuss@hkcc.org

Golf
Adrian Waters

Gym & Fitness
Amin Ashraf

Personal Trainer
Phone: 6406 0872
email: aminashraf@hkcc.org
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Ben Simpson

Bachelor’s Degree in Sport and Exercise
with Honours in Exercise Physiology
Phone: 9274 1230
email: bensimpson@hkcc.org
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Davinia Ng

TRX Suspension Training Certificate
Agatsu Kettlebells Instructor Certificate Level 1
The Personal Training Academy Global Certificate (PTA Global)
Phone: 9151 1641
email: daviniang@hkcc.org
Hong Kong Triathlon Coach Certificate Level 1
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Hockey

Club Captain
Rohan Cook
email: rugby.captain@hkcc.org

Genevieve Rowe

SQUASH
Convenor
David Hewitt		
6397 2412
email: davidahewitt@gmail.com

Robin Manihera

TENNIS
Convenor
Debbie See
email: tennis@hkcc.org
GOLF
Mark Winstanley
9193 5246
email: winstanleyma@gmail.com
TABLE TENNIS
Simon Chan
email: chan.simon@dorsey.com
TEN PIN BOWLING
Convenor
Tony Ku
email: tonyykku@gmail.com
Captain
Nicholas Brown

Member of the Professional Golfers Association
Golf Clinics and Junior Programme
Phone: 3511-8699
email: golf@hkcc.org

Level 1 Coach
Phone: 5169 6835

email: genrowe@hkcc.org

Netball
Coaching Level 3

email: robinmanihera@hkcc.org

Rugby
Deacon Manu

Head Coach
IRB Rugby Coaching Certificate Level 3
Phone: 5697 7354Andrew email: deaconmanu@hkcc.org

Squash
Chad Sunde

Phone: 9522 0434

email: chadesunde@gmail.com

Swimming
Chris Funnell

ASA Full (Level 2) Swimming Teacher
Phone: 2540 1257
email: admin@multi-sport.com.hk

Tennis
Jason Lijewski

Head Tennis Professional
Bachelor of Business
TCA Level 2 Accredited Coach
Phone 9653 2782
email: jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

Chattida Thimjapo

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone 9318 5864
email: chattida_t@hotmail.com

Lina Gomez

Recreation Dept.
Phone: 3511 8698
2016 May The Pinkun
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RECIPROCAL CLUBS
HKCC Reciprocal Clubs, Overseas
Australia

Canberra Club Ltd.
Melbourne Cricket Club
Queensland Cricketers Club
Royal Automobile Club of Australia — Sydney*
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) Ltd.*
Royal Kings Park Tennis Club
Tattersalls Club, Sydney
NSW Sports Club, Sydney
Western Australian Cricket Association
The Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, Melbourne

Canada

The National Club - Toronto, Ontario
Toronto Cricket Skating & Curling Club

China
England

Beijing Riviera Country Club*

India

Best Club, Bangalore*
Bombay Gymkhana
Ibiza- The Club, Calcutta*
India Tennis Centre*
Princeton Club, Calcutta
The Cricket Club of India, Mumbai*
Umed Club, Jodhpur*		

Indonesia
Japan

International Sports Club of Indonesia, Jakarta

*

Marylebone Cricket Club
Stoke Park Golf Club*
The East India Club*
The Lansdowne Club*
The Naval & Military Club (The In & Out Club)*
The Royal Over-Seas League*
The St. James’s Club*
Lindrick Golf Club, Nottingham

The Yokohama Country & Athletic Club

Malaysia

Penang Club
The Kinabalu Club, Sabah
The Raintree, Kuala Lumpur
The Royal Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur

Philippines

Manila Club Inc.
Nomads Sports Club, Manila

Scotland

The Royal Over-Seas League, Edinburgh*
The Royal Scots Club, Edinburgh*
The Western Club, Glasgow*

Singapore

Singapore Cricket Club
The British Club

South Africa Kelvin Grove, Cape Town

Western Province Cricket Club

Thailand

Chiangmai Gymkhana Club
R.B.S.C. Polo Club, Bangkok
Royal Bangkok Sports Club
The British Club, Bangkok

USA

University Club of Chicago

Affiliate Member Clubs:
Shanghai Cricket Club
Bickley Park Cricket Club, Bromley,
Kent, England
Stragglers of Asia, England
The Crusaders, Melbourne, Australia
"The Willows", Christchurch, New Zealand
8
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* Accommodation Facilities Available
• Signing In
• Method of Payment  
• Maximum Length of Stay  	
• Restrictions
This information may be obtained from HKCC Membership
Secretary, Clara Hung, on 3511-8616
Please note that Introduction Cards must be collected from
the Club’s General Office prior to your visit to these Overseas
Reciprocal Clubs

HKCC …………linking with the community
– Netball
This series of 7 sessions has been shared with HKCC
Hockey. Originally, Hok Shan had not included hockey in
the sessions but we negotiated with the School to share
the time allocated. This has worked very well sharing
the basketball court and working with separate boys and
girls groups. Both the groups have benefitted from this
split, moving at their own pace and the girls in particular
having more time with stick on ball and working at
netball skills.

... at Hok Shan School – Hockey
HKCC Hockey has started again at Hok Shan School for
this term and we were very excited to continue this
learning journey with them. It was a little touch and go
as to whether Hockey would be back, but after some
good planning and negotiation, Hockey joined forces
with Netball and we take the 70 mins class together in
2 smaller groups. This works well in terms of numbers
management and it keeps the sport fresh and exciting for
the learners.
We have the same class/children as when we started
this programme and we can definitely see the
progress of skill and development throughout. We like
to constantly challenge the children as well as Ken
(their teacher) to have a better understanding of the
game, both in skill, game sense and the rules. We vary
between individual skills and group competitions, as we
believe players that partake in team sports have to be
able to cope in both situations, and what better way to
teach them than in a controlled and fun environment!

In some ways, it is a physical education lesson using
netball as a tool to develop catching, passing and game
skills. I have taught them a modified game which they
have grasped quickly. This enables them to get on with
the game and not get too bogged down in the rules. The
rules are no contact, no walking/running with the ball, 3
secs to pass and can’t obstruct (must be 3’ away)
Ken, the teacher is the one constant in the programme
and is excellent to work with. Although some of the
children understand English, he interprets for us and
things get going pretty quickly.
The scheme provides development in sports that
the children might not otherwise play. It encourages
leadership, adherence to rules and teamwork and
encourages physical activity.
Robin Manihera

We will continue to teach and expose these children to
more of the Hockey world and skills and are still hoping
to work with Hok Shan to include a small handful of
these children in our Junior Programme. Like many
sports, practice, time and patience are needed to start
seeing the benefits and reaping the rewards and we
are very blessed to walk this journey with Hok Shan and
share in their success.
Gen Rowe

2016 May The Pinkun
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CRICKET

Cricket Roundup
The Highs and Lows

L

eicester City climbed from the relegation zone
to the top of the Premier League in one history
changing season. Time will tell whether or
not they can yet lift the Trophy, but the Gap Ramblers
have already bettered that achievement, by jumping
out of Division Two last season, and marching to the
top of Division One, securing victory in the end by a
comfortable margin. David Varley’s report appears on
the opposite page, so I won’t steal his thunder – but just
let me congratulate him and the rest of the lads on their
achievement. They earned their success and showed
everyone how it is done, through hard work, attending
training, being disciplined and creating a plan and
sticking to it. Well done!
In other Saturday League matches, Witherers ended
their strong season with two derby defeats, firstly to the
rampaging Gap Ramblers, who defeated them by seven
wickets. Witherers batted first after winning the toss,
and with Charlie Bright being one of only two batsmen to
score double figures, with 67, their total was restricted to
158. In reply the Ramblers knocked off the total without
too many concerns, with Jhatha compiling a well struck
59. Skipper Varley (32*) and Pete Boa (42*) took them
home with three overs remaining.
A dominant effort with the ball saw the Nomads
comfortably account for the Witherers. Electing to bat,
the Witherers started well putting on 34 for the first
wicket. The introduction of Anshy, however, saw wickets
begin to tumble at regular intervals and the Witherers
were eventually skittled for just 94; Anshy finishing with
3/19. Anshy’s fine dominance continued with the bat,
where he struck 46* in a simple chase, completing the
task within 13 overs. Jhatha took 3/55 for the Witherers.
SUNDAY LEAGUE - As we approach the conclusion of the
season, Scorpions can consider themselves unlucky not
to be challenging for first place. Despite having lost one
match all season, they have had three washouts, which
effectively ended their shot at the title.
Supporting their claim to be the best team in the League,
Scorps destroyed the leaders, Pakistan Association by six
wickets in a bonus-point victory. Bowling first, skipper
Rafter (3/23) ripped through their top order, taking three
prized wickets to leave Pak A tottering at 5/61. A couple
of steadying partnerships saw the score heading towards
150, before a late flurry of wickets to Raag Kapur (3/33)
and Anton Buntin (3/14) saw Pak A all out for 147. The
reply started poorly with Raag dismissed for a duck, but

10
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steadying hands from Charlie Bright and Scott McKechnie
took the score to 92 before Charlie was out for 36. Scotty
motored on to an imperious 94 before he was out with
an easy victory in sight.
The Wanderers ended their solid campaign mid-table,
with a disappointing loss to KCC Templars at KCC. Some
impressive bowling had KCC teetering at 9/162 at one
point, but a 10th wicket partnership of 60 runs must have
certainly knocked the wind out of the Wanderers’ sails.
They never recovered from the setback, and chasing 223
for victory, Wanderers were dismissed for a disappointing
112. Nizakat made the only score of note, with 40, as
Imran Arif ripped through the Wanderers batsmen taking
3/17.
At HKCC, the Optimists’ top order fired against USRC/
MCC. After losing George Clarke early, Anshy Rath (73)
and Courtney Kruger (81) put on 85 for the second
wicket. The loss of Anshy didn’t stop Courtney as he
put on another 108 runs for the third wicket with
Miles Richardson (51). At one stage 2/227 looked like
the makings of a mammoth score, but a middle-order
collapse saw 7 wickets fall for 12 runs. Ahan Manglik
and Harry Ledger batted sensibly at the end to ensure
Optimists made it to a decent total of 259. An opening
partnership of 120 by USRC/MCC must have had skipper
Kruger concerned, but a destructive spell of bowling
by man-of-the-match, Anshuman, saw him take 5/22
from his 10 overs, killing off any chance of a USRC/MCC
victory. Optimists won comfortably in the end by 38 runs.
With one match to play, the Opties will likely finish 7th or
8th in what has been a disappointing season.
Paul Watkins
Captain of Cricket

Ramblers skipper with CoC Paul Watkins and Chairman Gavin Erasmus

CRICKET

Gap Ramblers create history winning their first
Division One Saturday League
At HKCC: KCC Saracens 7/150 from 35 overs lost to HKCC
Gap Ramblers 2/151 from 29.1 overs by eight wickets.
In a "winner takes all” Grand Final, the top two sides, Gap
Ramblers took on the energetic youth of KCC Saracens to
determine who would win Division One Saturday League.
Saracens, featuring 3 National HK players, won the toss
and batted, cruising to 0/12 off 3 overs.
However, the Ramblers increased the intensity as the
Saracens top order were sent packing by Tom Ingram in a
devastating opening burst that saw the visitors reduced
to 4/12 with Ingram grabbing three wickets, and a run
out, as Saracens lost 4 wickets for 0 runs. Ingram on
fire!!!!!
It also included two quite spectacular catches by Vicecaptain Isaac Poole at fine-leg and keeper Rory Caines.
Stu Tohill, the diminutive little legend, bowled 7 overs
for 10 runs keeping the pressure on, with Raag Kapur
bettering that with 7 overs for 9 runs. Runs slowed to
a trickle as Saracens dug a deep hole and needed to
rebuild their innings, while the Ramblers pushed hard for
a breakthrough.
To their credit, Simandeep Singh and Usman Manj stuck
to their task and, after seeing off the three main bowlers
without further loss, started playing a few more shots.
The fifth wicket partnership realised 120 runs before
the return of Ingram stalled Saracens’ momentum.
Ingram dropped Manj off a difficult caught and bowled
chance that swirled in the blustery conditions but made
amends in the next over as Manj fell for 51. Ingram then
uprooted Simandeep’s stumps to pick up his fifth wicket
of the day – Simandeep out for 64. Saracens final total
was 7/150 and Ingram’s figures were an impressive 5/35,
with Isaac grabbing a wicket, and Satya doing a good job
in the middle overs, backed up by some excellent fielding
by Jonno, Belan, and Pete Boa.

gave up the fight. Kapur and Varley added 86 runs for
the second wicket, with Raag carrying the skipper along.
Varley then steered his team home with an unbeaten
32, with team-favourite George Clark hitting the winning
runs.
History was made at HKCC on 16th April, as the Gap
Ramblers Victory - believed to be the first by the Gap
Ramblers team in the history of the Saturday League
competition - saw them add to their Division 2 title in
2014-15.
A massive thanks goes out to the Coaches, Joel and his
Grounds-people, Umpires, partners and parents – and of
course all the Ramblers who played before us. This one is
for you!
David Varley
Captain

Isaac Poole and Raag Kapur opened the batting for the
Gap Ramblers with Tanvir steaming in trying to create
havoc. The pair put on 54 runs for the first wicket, with
Isaac, in particular, showing an array of shots, before
Suhaib Ahmad bowled Poole for 31. Skipper David Varley
joined Raag and they too batted with aplomb to take the
game away from Saracens, whose young bowlers never
After the Match - Ramblers in a huddle
2016 May The Pinkun
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Cricket Annual
Awards Ball 2016
Dress Code: Black Tie

Saturday 21 May
From 7.30 p.m.
Function Suites

Awards Presentation, Western Set Dinner, Live D.J. Disco till late.

$575 per Adult
$998 per Couple
$375 per Junior (age 12 – 17)

Alternatively, you may send your registration via email to

Please register with your Team Captain.

mandywong@hkcc.org

CRICKET

Farewell to Miles Richardson

M

iles Richardson has recently completed his
duties as part of the Cricket Coaching staff at
HKCC and has returned to the UK in advance
of the domestic 2016 cricket season. Miles will return to
play for Sevenoaks Vine Cricket Club in the Kent Premier
League and has also lined up a number of trials with first
class counties with whom he hopes to get a professional
playing contract.
Miles has been a popular member of the coaching staff
and his efforts have been widely appreciated through his
playing and coaching commitments. Miles has bowled
with good pace in playing for the Optimists and HKCC
Premier League sides and was a welcome late addition
to the HKCC Australia tour party in February where he
bowled with great discipline whilst not feeling 100% at
the MCG and SCG. Miles has consistently made runs in
batting in the middle/lower order and this is an area
which he has shown a great deal of promise, cementing
his place as a premier all-rounder and a leading player
within the HKCA – MVP Series.
Through his coaching commitments, Miles has shown
a great deal of knowledge and passion in working with
all players with whom he has come into contact. Miles
carried out his duties with distinction in our community
programmes with Hok Shan School, Po Leung Kuk and
Quarry Bay School and he has played a central role in
assisting the development of a number of our junior
teams.

A Club Memento for Miles presented by CoC Paul Watkins

Everyone connected to the Club wishes Miles the very
best for the 2016 UK season and beyond and would
like to thank him for all of his hard work over the last 6
months.
MW
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Match report - HKCC v Parnell CC,
Good Friday, 25th March 2016
Junior Wallace, making his comeback after four months'
absence, was bowled and Cookie fell to 'quite a straight
one' from Greg James.
52-4 off 13. Trusty Varls, anchoring the innings, was in
need of a longer term partner. In came Dougal McAdam,
who rose to the challenge by defending well and rotating
the strike. Varls' reached the 'retirement 35' after a
typically well crafted and watchful innings. Well done!

Umpires and Skippers

F

or the 24 hours before the start of this much
anticipated game, we had one eye on the
weather forecast and one eye on emails from
George, our ever enthusiastic manager. Rain or no Rain?
Who was in the team, who couldn't make it? What was
Plan B in case the weather had its say, the dress code,
the dinner arrangements? Nothing, typically, was left to
chance.
Although the weather will always have its say at the Gap,
Joel and his team in charge of the ground, often win the result of outstanding efforts and the employment of
all sorts of gadgets and equipment. And so it proved on
Friday as they managed to clear away the evidence of
the previous few days downpours and prepare a wicket
for play to start at 1pm.
Parnell skipper Greg 'Ollie' Olliver won the toss and chose
to bowl. The skies brightened to the familiar sight of Greg
James bowling. A past Rambler to a present Rambler
as Varls faced his opening partner, Bobby Bettridge,
resplendent in his new helmet at the non striker's end.
On a playful pitch Bob was looking dangerous before he
nicked one, bringing Scotty to the crease.

When Dougal fell for a hard fought 11, our two middle
order all-rounders, Anton and Max, played superbly. With
controlled but much needed aggression, they pushed the
score along with a series of well struck boundaries and
quick singles. Anton fell to another 'caught Blue Hamill
bowled Mike Hamill' scorebook entry for a fine 26 ball
28, while Maxy made his 37 not out look easy.
Belan and George did some late order damage before
George was run out on the last ball for 15.
So, 172 was the total for HKCC to defend.
The wicket still offered plenty for the bowlers. Cookie
and myself opened up, testing Giacomo and Parnell CC
President, Rod Smith. Giacomo was good enough to nick
one of Cookie's prodigious off cutters to Junior, who took
it almost in front of first slip. This brought skipper 'Ollie'
to the crease. I introduced seamers Belan and Max who
both bowled fine line and length.
Ollie looked dangerous, striking a number of boundaries
before pushing one back to Max for an important wicket.

Father and son Mike and Blue Hamill combined to plot
Scott's downfall. Mike threw down a long hop - Scott
belted it straight to Blue who caught it one handed at
mid wicket, possibly saving his life in the process.
Max Smith, Man of the Match, HKCC
14
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Blue hit 3 sixes, making batting look easy and threatening
to reach his 'retirement 35' before Max bowled him with
a beauty - a key wicket for HKCC.
Time for change once more and into the attack came
the off breaks of our energetic coach, Scott McKechnie.
Unafraid to toss it up, Scotty reaped the rewards with a
wicket in his first over as Sacha drilled one to me at mid
off. When both coaches demand 'catch it, Robbo' as it
flew towards me - what can a fielder do but hope the ball
sticks?
Anton 'the wobble' bowled Mike Hamill for a well fought
27 while Belan's second spell yielded the wicket of Mark
Andrews, who scored 14.

Special thanks, too, to Bryan Haggitt the umpire, who it
was my pleasure on behalf of HKCC to present a set of
HKCC cuff links, which we all hope is a welcome addition
to what must be a considerable collection of cricketing
souvenirs based on his long and much travelled cricketing
life. Carry on Haggo!
We must thank the food and beverage team for creating
a fine buffet in the Chater Tavern, allowing us to enjoy
the other post match presentations - Max for our Man of
the Match, while Mike and Blue won the joint Man of the
Match award for Parnell.
Sean Robson
Captain

We had numerous attempts to throw down the stumps
as Parnell took the singles and risked the second run.
All missed except a crucial throw from Dougal McAdam.
With 38 needed off 4 overs, the ever dangerous, big
hitting Greg James strode to the crease, faced one ball
and then became the victim of Dougal's 'champagne
moment' direct hit.
George enjoyed the chance to do battle with his brotherin-law, Mark Smith, before the overs dried up and HKCC
emerged victorious by just 23 runs.
A fine afternoon's cricket was enjoyed by all, thanks once
again to Joel Chan and the ground team.

Two skippers- Parnell, Greg "Ollie" Olliver; HKCC, Sean Robson

Parnell team

2016 May The Pinkun
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Match Report

HKCC vs Parnell CC, Easter Sunday 27th March 2016

Combined teams, HKCC vs. Parnell

T

he uncertain weather of the previous few days
evaporated and we were greeted with fine,
sunny conditions on Easter Sunday at HKCC to
take on the Parnell tourists. After the original 50 over
contest had been sensibly negotiated down to 40, Parnell
skipper Greg Olliver and I walked out for the toss. With
Greg guessing incorrectly, I had no hesitation in batting
on a flat dry pitch.
Varley and I opened up, and in a beautiful gesture, the
new ball was handed to septuagenarian Bryan Haggitt,
who had been a Witherer and a Scorpion in the 70s.
He rolled the arm over and received a stirring round of
applause in a touching moment.
Ex-HKCC player, Greg James, took the new ball for Parnell
and bowled well but without luck. A pitch offering
little assistance saw Varley and Watkins take the score
to 64, before Varls was well caught by newly minted
Parnell player, Giacomo Lamplough, for a solid 32. HKCC
continued to accumulate runs fairly comfortably, with the
skipper retiring on 51. Alex Shepherd (33), Liam Ginnivan
(27) and Elliot Andrews (37) all made solid contributions
and with Anton Buntin making a quick-fire 18* at the
end, HKCC racked up a very competitive 8-260 from their
40 overs. Hamill, who bowled 7 overs of wily spin, took 3

16
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wickets, and another donated player, Max Smith, finished
with 2 wickets in a fine spell.
With a challenging total to chase, Giacomo wasted no
time in setting to the task, getting out of the blocks
quickly. He lost his dogged partner, President Rod Smith,
after a steady partnership and, just when consolidation
was needed, was bowled by Anton for 38. Skipper Olliver
came in and immediately looked at ease, showing how
good a player he was in his prime. He put on 60 with
Hamill and, soon, Parnell were at 3-130, looking good –
but with the required run-rate mounting. Fortunately for

CRICKET

us, Jhatha managed to snare skipper Olliver LBW, and all
of a sudden Parnell were in trouble. Max Smith came in
at 6 and batted beautifully, playing some exquisite insideout drives over cover in a very fine innings. He retired at
50 and, with the tail to come, HKCC were able to control
the rest of the match, with Parnell falling 20 runs short,
ending up with 8-239 at the close. Bowling honours were
shared with Ginnivan picking up 2, Buntin 2 and Jhatha
and Brenton taking one apiece.

It was a thoroughly enjoyable match played in
outstanding spirit. The post-match fines session was
hilarious with casual insults and laughs tossed around
with abandon. This was followed by a magnificent 7
course Chinese banquet in the “new” Willow Room,
where we were treated to some rousing speeches and
presentations. The post-match frivolities went on to all
hours and I am sure many folks were sporting sore heads
the following day – I certainly was!
Paul Watkins
Captain

Post Match

2016 May The Pinkun
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Anita Miles Wu Shield
Saturday 26th March 2016

The Anita Miles WU Shield is our annual fixture with the
women of Craigengower CC to celebrate Anita Miles’
role in developing women’s cricket here in Hong Kong.
This is the 3rd year that the WU Shield has been running
and with the constant improvement of women and girls
cricket since the fixture was introduced, it was set to be
a great day. I was personally very excited, as this was my
first involvement in the WU Shield.

I

t was a very gloomy wet week in the lead up to
the game and the prospects of play were rapidly
declining. The rain hadn’t stopped falling and Joel
and his team were working tirelessly to make sure that
HKCC was going to be fit for the busy schedule of the
Easter weekend. Thankfully, opening the curtains at
6.30am on Saturday morning, what a glorious day - of
course, it was going to be, it was Anita’s day!
There was a great buzz at HKCC as preparations were
starting, the juniors were playing against KCC, staff
were scuttling round setting up our tents and tables
and refreshments and, of course, Chef Simon had
set an outstanding BBQ menu ready to fire up on
commencement of the game!
The girls and their fan clubs, families and friends started
arriving and the sun was still shining. The ground staff
were in the middle, sweeping and rolling the wicket ready
for action. Both teams were graced with full squads, all
18
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the big stars making an appearance, Mariko Hill, Marina
Lamplough, Kary Chan and Chan Sau Ha. There was one
star present in particular, Princess Strawberry herself ,
that’s right, in true fashion, Natasha Miles was captaining
our HKCC Willow Wielders.
Warm ups commenced and the toss was done, the
Willow Wielders won the toss and elected to field.
Natasha led them out onto the pitch with a big challenge
ahead. Opening the batting for CCC was Natural Yip and
Dorothy Chan. CCC got off to a good start with 8 off the
first 2 overs. Alvina Tam struck early getting Dorothy off
a lovely back of the length ball and a good stumping from
Lemon Cheung. Marina Lamplough then struck taking
the key wicket of Natural Yip, clean bowling her for 3.
Alison Siu came in next for CCC looking very strong,
hitting a lovely 4 through the covers but, trying the same
shot again, she got caught by Mariko Hill off Alvina for
5 taking CCC to 12 for 3. Kary Chan and Chan Sau Ha
steadied the ship for CCC getting them to 68 for 3. Young
Jemaira Vestey in her second Anita Miles Wu Shield
game was on to bowl next. Only going for 24 off her 4
overs, Jemaira took the wicket of Chan Sau Ha who was
ticking over well on 13. Immediately after, Riza Wines
struck, getting Agnes Ng for 0, it was suddenly looking
a daunting task for CCC. Pull To and Kary put on a very
good partnership getting CCC to 142. Wickets collapsed
for CCC with some tight bowling from the Willow
Wielders’ attack. Kris Chui was thrown the ball and
with her very first ball got a fantastic caught and bowled,
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picking up her first wicket in a competitive match! CCC
managed to reach 178 all out, with Pul To finishing on an
impressive 38 not out. A very respectable total and one
that could be a challenge for the Willow Wielders. The
pick of the bowlers was Alvina Tam taking 4 for 15 and
Jemaira Vestey taking 2 for 24. It was now CCC’s turn to
see what the wicket had to offer.
After a good photo opportunity, the second innings
commenced. Mary Henderson and Marina Lamplough
opened the batting for the Willow Wielders, a very
slow start and the wicket of Marina from some good
bowling from Kary saw CCC in a very good starting
position. Riza Wines was in next who, unfortunately, fell
short to another great ball from Kary. This saw Princess
Strawberry stride out to the crease. Playing some
lovely shots and caressing a lovely 4 that raced away to
the boundary, unfortunately Natasha chipped one up
to Corn off the bowling of Cynthia seeing the Willow
Wielders at 30 for 3. With Mariko Hill in next, the Willow
Wielders didn’t seem fazed by the situation, with the
depth of their batting order, however this dramatically
changed with a lovely piece of bowling by Emma Lai who
dismissed Mariko for 0. 41-4 and CCC were in the driving
seat. Yasmin Daswani met Mary in the middle and, after
a brief ‘tactics’ discussion, supported Mary who was
on 25 to pull the game back up neck and neck. Mary
had a superb innings retiring on 30 runs and had a good
partnership with Yasmin. Ruchita Ventrakesh came in
and she was in great form. However, Chan Sau Ha was
right on the money, bowling Ruchi for 1 and again, the
Wielders were under the pump at 63 for 5. Ashley Hung
and Yasmin were the real anchor of the Wielders innings
getting them to 88 for 6 as Ashley got run out trying to
take a quick single. Alvina also batted well with Yasmin
taking the Wielders to 103 for 7, but Alvina followed
Ashley’s suit and got run out in a risky decision. Lemon
was next in the firing line being bowled by Tammy Chu
for 7. Yasmin had a gallant innings and had to retire on
a very well deserved 30 leaving the Wielders on 111
for 8. With 68 runs required and 8 overs left, this game
was looking for a very very exciting finish! Kris Chui and
Josie Travers were playing a very patient game ticking
over some singles but this was a hard tactic to get HKCC
over the line. Josie was bowled for 1 by Alison Siu which
saw a very nervous Jemaira take to the crease. Jameira
and Kris had a fantastic little stand taking the Willows to
121. Both wickets were lost in quick succession. Subh
was next in and Mary who had retired went back in with
2 overs to spare and 57 runs needed. CCC were on the
home straight!

and drive for women’s cricket over the recent years. He
went on to congratulate the continuing improvement of
women’s cricket, which was obvious from the fantastic
game we had all just witnessed. Adrian was also very
happy that CCC had taken the title. Adrian and Anita
then began the Player of the Match presentations. Pull
To and Kary received the awards for CCC and Alvina,
Mary and Yasmin picked up awards for HKCC. Anita then
presented CCC with the Wu Shield and lots of happy
faces posed for some photographs.
I then presented Anita with some flowers on behalf of
HKCC and all of the coaching staff here, thanking her for
creating a vision that we are now blessed with, moving
forward and growing. What a fantastic inspiration Anita
is, as is the whole Miles family. Alvina Tam made a very
emotional speech to Anita, again thanking her for her
hard work. Alvina has been in the set up ever since
it began and some tears started flowing around the
presentation party.
What a fantastic, exciting Anita Miles Wu Shield it had
been this year. Great weather, great spectators and, of
course, a great atmosphere with Anita glowing with her
ever gracious presence.
Both teams joined the Miles’ family for a fantastic
post game BBQ. Beers and Prosecco were flowing and
memories were being shared. Compliments to Chef
Simon on a fantastic menu and compliments to every
single person at HKCC and CCC who made this year
one to remember. Rodney and Anita, thank you for
everything that you have done and continue to do in the
name of women’s cricket.
Onwards and upwards!
Jasmine Titmuss
Women’s Head Coach

CCC did it, what a game! It was the first time that
CCC have won the Anita Miles Shield and what a well
deserved win it was. Both teams shook hands and it was
presentation time. Rodney kicked off the proceedings
with Adrian Lee who was here with CCC. Rodney handed
over to Adrian after some “thank yous” on his and Anita’s
behalf. Adrian began with his admiration of Anita’s vision
2016 May The Pinkun
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Easter Monday - The George Hong Choy Shield
Annual Encounter with Craigengower

Our annual fixture with the Gower was played on a very
pleasant afternoon on 28 March, the lads of “Hung See”
– Craigengower’s young “Lions” against a crew of Club
Motleys, led by Lampluff The Elder, just two days after
“Fung Wong’s” epic contest for the The Anita Miles Wu
Shield.

B

y way of background - The George Hong Choy
Shield was conceived at the end of 1994 by then
Club Chairman, Terry Smith, and the Gowers’s
President, Louis Hsu, during a fixture at the Club to
celebrate the Craigengower Centenary, with George
and a number of his octogenarian cricketing mates in
attendance. Terry, only a month earlier had bowled the
first ball in Shanghai for the Gower when they took
cricket back to Shanghai.
George Hong Choy had been the CCC-based Secretary
of the HK Cricket League from 1947 to 1969 and was
visionary in approach. He was instrumental in organizing
the first visit of a Jack Chegwyn side of Test cricketers
in the early 50’s which helped put Honkers on the
international cricketing map, the first Hong Kong Sixes in
1961, and the Nomads, as a CCC led joint side, soon after
- a humble, erudite man and senior executive at Sing
Pao Newspapers. It was with tears in his eyes that he
admitted in 1995, at the age of 86, when elected a Hon.
Vice President of the HKCA for his services 25 years prior,
to the occasion being his first time to dine at the HKCC.
One wonders what George would have thought now,
seeing the Gower fielding full Chinese men’s and women’s
(Fung Wong) sides as well as the old gweilo irascibles “Jing
Sun”.
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As the bell tolled – well it would have if it wasn’t in
storage! George and Louis Chan did the obligatories
with the Club to bat first on a wearing deck. “One of
my best”, said George. As the dust settled in his trouser
cuffs, he despatched the Lord Strawberry and Gatsby
with instructions for a solid foundation. His pre-match
briefing notes mentioned: steering a steady ship; the
possibility of choppy waters; fog rolling in; and most
importantly, the omnipotence of the “Captain and
Commander”. “No pressure boys” said George – “We
have the King Bobby Bettridge, Thommo, Glenn Darwin,
Giacomo, Junior, Lewis Leung, Verma and my brotherin-law, Mark, behind you - all keen to excel”. “Off you
go now and steady as she goes!”
After the first 4 balls, the Big Punnet strode down the
wicket and announced “It’s not easy, Charles!” This was
followed by a quick retort from his partner, “!!!##***
how would you know, you’re at the non-striker's end.”
Needless to say, a most productive opening partnership
of 25 remained somewhat terse until Rodney’s 24 ball 15
featuring 2 boundaries came to a dramatic end.
“I can’t stand this anymore – if I want advice Gatsby,
I’ll ask a proper cricketer” and with that, he promptly
inserted his willow stick under his left arm and stormed
off in a state of high dudgeon, leaving a confused, yet
gleeful bowler and startled umpire – both none the wiser
and contemplating to whose credit the scorebook should
read.
With most of the histrionics now over, Bobby B, Lampluff
The Younger, Darwin, Junior and Gatsby all happily
retired on scores ranging from 30 to, in Juniors’ case, 4,
with the Club posting an enviable 151, with The Brothers
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Karamazov (The Skipper and Mark Smith) fresh from
the fallout of their Saturday evening Wanchai massage,
red inked and “much in love” at the end. Jimmy Yuan
was the best of the visiting bowlers with 2/33. Only the
skipper and the prospect of heavy weather could get this
wrong.
After intermission and before the bell didn’t sound for
the resumption of play, George’s first act as Captain
Prohibition was to dismiss Gatsby from the beige for
a minor “Grade 3 tippling” infringement – with an
instruction to jolly well go and find himself; summoned
only to return in a more sober mood “more befitting
such a special cricketing occasion”!
Little did he know…… Gatsby in full kit and spikes was
searching for something far less provocative and far more
interesting than himself – something that in cricketing
parlance and entirely absent from the field of play, might
be termed “a laugh” – and promptly headed for the Top
Bar!
What he discovered in the Top Bar was not funny and
certainly “No Joke”.
Indeed, he stumbled across a collection of “Old Jokes”,
actually “Very Old Jokes”, all perched on aging bar stools
like proverbial parrots basking in the gloom of a 15th
Century Pub on a sunny English summer’s afternoon.

“Development, what development, well I never?”
came from a startled Uncle A sighing deeply and now
listing precariously to port. “Oh dear, Oh dear, not more
progress, I hope they don’t move the bar stools, I am
just getting used to this one!”
Meanwhile, with the clocks turned forward 50 years and
back downstairs at the cricket, the Skipper had restored
a suitable sense of propriety to the occasion and things
were going swimmingly as the Club bowling toiled against
the Gower’s young guns toward an inevitable Titanic-like
collision with victory .
Nigel Sun was happily retired on 31 , but a handsome 25
from Sunny Lo and helpful 17 in support from Bob Chun
were not going to be enough, falling just 3 runs short
against the venom of Thommo 3/4 and 2/5 from an ever
evolving Darwin.
Drinks and speeches from Louis and George accompanied
the Shield presentation followed by the ritual dropping
of the Craigengower 120 year old Ceremonial Brick on
the Winning Skipper’s foot.
“Ouch!” - a personal highlight of a very enjoyable
afternoon.

Greeted by a collective “What have you been doing
Charles?”, Gatsby clattered in, peering into the half light.
Difficult “to clatter” on carpet but you get the idea!
The deathly hallows was then fractured by an even
longer silence, until shattered by a dozing Uncle Arthur
“The Silver Fox”, high on a stool with his normal 45
degree starboard list – “Oh, he’s in whites and spikes, I
didn’t know it was lawn bowls season”.
This followed by the foghorn-like blurtings of Vile Eric
Shredsby - “Arthur, you idiot, the Club is being redeveloped, but I hadn’t realized the dressing rooms
were being moved up here to the Top Bar!”

Gatsby with brick,
George and Louis
with Shield

George orchestrates the team photo
2016 May The Pinkun
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U13’s Singapore Tour 2016
were eventually bowled out by KCC for 64 runs; very hot,
sweaty and upset, we had a team briefing. There could
have been a lot of explanations, but lets put this one let's
down to the first game of tour, getting used to the new
environment, especially playing on turf and let's move on
to tomorrow. If the boys are to learn from this, getting
forward and being patient on turf is key, it is slightly
different to the gift of bounce at PKVR.

S

unday 3rd April and it was time for the U13’s to
head to Singapore with Coach Jasmine and KK.
This was a triangular series between HKCC, KCC
and Singapore CC. After a very successful flight and
check in and some much needed sleep it was time for
fixture one v. KCC. You can't get a much better setting for
a cricket match!!
Warm up commenced and Tej went for the toss, KCC
won the toss and elected to bat first. Ayush opened the
bowling and held a very good line and length, setting
the standard for the tour, he struck with the first wicket
getting Aarush LBW for 4 runs, KCC were 20-1. A long
stand for Kahlan and Sachit then commenced getting
KCC to 75 with Tej making the breakthrough of Sachit on
31 caught by Vidur. The 55 run partnership was broken
and the brothers started striking. It was Brij next who
got Samar for 1 run caught followed by the key wicket of
Kahlan on 33 caught by Ayush. HKCC were again in the
driving seat with KCC on 95-4. A run out and a mix up by
KCC saw them at 96-5. Ayush again bowled beautifully
at the death picking up another wicket, this time it was
Hasnain who was caught by Brij. KCC finished on 121-6,
a very respectable score given the circumstances and a
very respectable total for us to chase.
The pitch and the outfield did, as we expected, dry
out. The sun was beaming down and the boys were
experiencing some serious Singapore sun. Tej and Vidur
got us started, unfortunately losing Vidur to a good
ball by Viren on 3 which saw us at 14-1. Shiva came to
the crease but with a mix up of communication Tej was
run out on 16 seeing us 24-2 and in a bit of trouble. It
didn’t stop here with Shiva getting out stumped on 4
and HKCC were 27-3. Isaac and Dhruv put on a good
little partnership getting us to 50 before Dhruv was out
caught off the bowling of Samar. The unlucky number
‘56’ then saw us 7 down and in a spot of bother. We
22
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After a hot long busy first day, we were up for breakfast
and prepped for game day 2! Again it was extremely
humid, but we were looking forward to putting what we
had learned in day 1 into action. Playing on turf, getting
forward, being patient and building our partnerships
were key to today's success! Tej, Dhruv and Ayush sat
out for the first game, with KCC also leaving out Kalhan,
Sachit and Samar. It is always a really good challenge and
an interesting concept when some key players are left
out and people are given the chance to step up. Raunaq
took the captaincy hat and what a fantastic job he did.
We won the toss and elected to field first. The pitch
was again slightly dewy but the wicket was still in good
condition and full of cracks. The outfield was very wet
and we wanted to put pressure on KCC to set a total.
Shiva and Finn took the new ball against Sanat and Lucas.
Shiva was first to strike, bowling Lucas for 2 with KCC
7/1 off the first 5 overs. Some fantastic bowling from
the opening pair and KCC were 17/1 from the first 7.
Ben came on to bowl with Raunaq himself, after a drop
catch, a bit of frustration and lots of appealing, finally
Raunaq struck bowling Hasnain for 5, a great wicket for
HKCC. This bought Viren to join Sanat who was still at
the crease and looking strong. With some really tight
bowling from Brij, Luke and Daniel, we were hoping for
a similar total to yesterday that we were determined we
should have chased down. Sanat and Viren had a very
good partnership until Viren got run out by Ben, taken
by Cooper on 50! Great piece of fielding. The innings
was over and KCC were 123 for 3. We discussed quite a
lot after yesterday's disappointment, how to go about
the innings and build a strong start. Vidur and Isaac
opened up looking strong and patient. Vidur was playing
some fantastic shots until he got bowled by a good ball
from Viren for 9. Shiva was next in who got a peach
from Viren dismissing him LBW for 0. Isaac had to play a
very sensible innings here to steady the HKCC ship if we
were to chase down this total. Cooper and Isaac put on
a good partnership of 22 before Cooper was caught on
11. The brothers swapped and Ben came in. Some very
simple cricket, hitting into gaps and rotating the strike
was on display. Ben then got his eye in and played some
fantastic shots, sweeping and hitting over the top. He
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and Isaac had a 45 run stand until Isaac got caught on
19. Taking us to 69/4. Finn came in and scored a quick
12 before getting an LBW decision. At this point, it was
a run a ball for us and we were in a very good position.
Daniel was straight off the mark doing exactly what was
asked of him getting Ben on strike. Lucas was doing
some fantastic death bowling getting Dan LBW. Luke
also did his job well trying to give Ben the strike. He got
bowled by Aarush leaving us 111/7. Rehan and Ben were
in, needing 13 to win from the last 3 overs. A run a ball
was still required but it was getting very nerve racking on
the sidelines. Ben was still going well with great support
from Rehan. We went into the last over needing 10 to
win. With some tight bowling, we unfortunately got to
120 leaving us 4 runs short. A fantastic effort and our
discussions being put into practice, this didn’t feel like
a loss for us. With a debrief and our heads held high
into the next game, the boys were determined to turn
Singapore over.
The next game was reduced to 25 overs due to time
constraints. Tej was back in, won the toss and elected
to bat first to continue what we had been working on
(and also the fact that there was some rain due to hit
that afternoon). Tej went straight back in on form with
Vidur who was looking fantastic too. They hit all round
the ground and really took advantage of the Singapore
bowlers. The weather app was right, the rain set in and it
meant business. A half an hour power shower and some
very wet children and kit bags were back out to finish the
job. The game was reduced to a T20 so we had 2 overs
to go! With an 100 run stand between Tej and Vidur,
what a fantastic position we were in. Vidur got bowled
by Anand bringing Ben in. The innings was up and we
were 121 for 1 with Tej finishing on 74 not out and Ben
with a lovely 0 not out!
Ayush and Dhruv were given the new ball getting us
off to a very good start. Some lovely line and length
bowling saw the Singapore openers have to play a very
patient game. Dhruv struck, bowling their opener for
5 and Singapore were 6/1 off the first 3 overs. Getting
the spinners straight on, this proved the right decision
for Tej as Raunaq struck with a great catch from Daniel
dismissing the other opener for 10 and Singapore were
26/2. Isaac was next to strike, bowling some unplayable
leg spin on the cracked turf, 32/3. This bought Rahul to
the crease, a strapping, long limbed, strong cricketer. A
dot ball as he looked for a lofted drive over cover and
chances were looking very likely. He showed us what he
was made of second ball with a well hit 4. We continued
to bowl and field very well, some big fours were hit
around the ground but we were containing Singapore.
Dhruv struck again in the 15th over bowling his good
friend Rohan for 5, they were 65/4 and needed to really
start pushing on if they were to take the game away from
us. Rahul started to do just that, with 4 fours in a row, it
was important we kept our heads and continued to bowl

consistently. Ayush again delivered with some fantastic
death bowling dismissing their number 6 for 6 runs.
97/5 in the 19th over and the game was looking like a
HKCC victory. Ayush finished a fantastic last over leaving
Singapore on 98 for 5. Rahul had a fantastic innings
finishing on 49 not out.
Day 3 and today we were playing at Dempsey which is an
outground of SCC. A very quaint ground that can only be
described as an oval in the jungle!

Warms-ups complete and snake warnings out of the way,
we won the toss and elected to field first. We were back
on the astroturf for the next two days. Looking at the
pitch, it wasn’t a PKVR bouncy astroturf and looked like
it was going to play very similarly to the turf pitch we
had just got used to. Nothing changed with our bowling
and fielding tactics, consistency and energy were key to
winning the game. 25 overs a side was to be played and
Ayush and Shiva opened up for us; they have proved a
very destructive opening partnership. Ayush has bowled
fantastically well during the tour only strengthening this
by taking a wicket maiden dismissing Malhaar for 0, KCC
were 1/0. Shiva backed up our great start removing
Sachit with the catch of the tournament from Rehan for
4 runs and KCC looked in trouble on 5/2 off the first 4
overs. Finn followed with the best bowling we have seen
so far. He dismissed Parth (bowled) and Lucas (LBW) in
quick succession for 1 and 0 and KCC were 8/4 off the
first 6 overs. The boys were buzzing and there was real
energy out on the field. Kalhan was at the crease and
seemed to anchor the KCC innings slightly. Dhruv then
struck with two fantastic stumpings from Tej removing
Ethan and Arjun and KCC were 35/6 off 17 overs. Isaac
then sealed the innings for us getting Kalhan’s wicket
caught by Brij for 22. Sanat showed some fight for KCC
finishing on 12 not out after getting run out by Tej. The
innings finished on 68 for 8. Our boys were confident
that they could chase this down and were excited to get
their first KCC win of the tournament.
Tej and Isaac opened the batting for us, looking very
solid. They rotated the strike and supported each other.
2016 May The Pinkun
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CRICKET
As the boys worked out the bowlers and the pitch they
pushed on with some great boundaries from both
batters. Tej got an unfortunate stumped decision which
was very very close, removing him for 31 and we were
56/1 from the first 16 overs. Ben was next to the crease
supporting Isaac. With a low full toss and Ben aiming
to hit the ball out of the ground he was caught for 3 by
Sachit. Shiva got his 100% strike rate scoring 1 off 1 and
HKCC had a victory!!!
A very good morning of cricket for the boys. The main
message from the debrief was that we proved what
consistency can achieve. We batted very well taking very
few risks. Something to work on for the next day was
learning how to place our singles out to the sweepers
to make the game very easy for ourselves and learning
to turn our 1’s into 2’s and our 2’s into 3’s. This was our
challenge for our last day!
Here we were the last big push, our last day of games.
We were up for breakfast and ready to play 30 overs
v KCC in the morning and a final T20 v SCC in the
afternoon. We were again playing at Dempsey and
wanted to take the momentum we had from the previous
day's win into today. It was a very warm day and with
two matches in hand we wanted to prep well. We won
the toss again and elected to field, we wanted to put
some pressure on KCC to score a big total that we backed
ourselves to chase.

The innings commenced and Ayush and Shiva again, did a
superb job with the new ball. Ayush struck in his second
over removing Aarush for 4. It didn’t stop here, Ayush
struck again in his third over with a great stumping from
Tej removing Sachit for 8 runs and KCC were 22/2. What
a great start! Kahlan and Samar were at the crease and
really needed to play a sensible innings if KCC were to
avoid a collapse. They did just that and put on a 40 run
partnership. Cooper had taken the gloves for this game
which meant Tej was available to bowl. Trying himself
after no success from our attack, he struck, getting Samar
LBW on 12. Raunaq then joined the party and dismissed
Sanat who had just got to the crease, caught by Tej and
we were in the driving seat. Tej immediately struck again
getting the key wicket of Kahlan for 43. KCC were now
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74/5 and we were back to controlling the game. Tej then
bowled Hasnain for 0 and 74/6 was the score. It didn’t
stop there, taking his 4th wicket of the day a dismissing
yet another KCC batsman, they were struggling on 87/7
and the boys never looked better. It was now young
Brij’s turn to see what he could add; bowling very very
well he also took a wicket with a good catch from Ayush
to remove Viren for 8 runs. Ayush and Shiva, finished the
innings as they started, both taking a wicket each and
cleaning up the tail leaving KCC 97 all out in 25.3 overs.
What a fantastic performance.
The boys refocussed and moved their minds to batting.
In true fashion, Tej and Vidur opened, having previously
batted very well together, relishing the challenge. KCC
must have had some inspiration from Ryan in the
interval, they came out fighting and were bowling very
very tight lines to our openers. A slow start for us,
but some lovely batting saw us lose Vidur for 7 with a
caught behind off Viren. We were 17/1 from the first
7 overs and moving at a very steady rate. This bought
Shiva to the crease who suppoted Tej very well rotating
the strike. Shiva was our for 5 LBW to Sachit but the
run rate had increased and we were 44/2 off 13, much
better. A great piece of bowling and a good catch saw
Daniel removed for 0 however and we were 44/3. We
were still very confident that this game was ours, simple
cricket and a sensible head would get us through! Dhruv
came to the crease and looked absolutely solid for the
few initial balls he faced. Tej however, hitting the ball
straight back to Kalhan was caught and bowled for 26.
We needed to rebuild and stay positive still on 44/4. It
was up to Dhruv to keep us going joined by Finn at the
crease. Finn also fell to Kalhan for 0 and we were 44/5,
this clearly wasn’t our lucky number. Keeping spirits high
and having a chat with Cooper, could he and Dhruv save
the day? Oh yes they could! With a 43 run partnership,
some simple placement and some good boundaries we
were back in the game. Dhruv got an unfortuante direct
hit, removing him for 15, but what an extremely vital
innings he played. 89/6 and it was up to Cooper to drive
us home. He and Raunaq showed fantastic composure,
running quick singles and putting the KCC fielders under
pressure. We went into the last over needing 7 from 6
balls, my nerves were all over the place! Two singles and
a nice shot from Cooper for 2 it was 3 from 3, surely we
couldn’t lose it from here. A fantastic dot ball from Viren
and 3 from 2 it was. Cooper took a quick single leaving
us 2 from the last ball with Raunaq on strike. Where was
Viren going to bowl and what was Raunaq’s tactic………..
a full ball going slightly down leg, hitting Raunaq’s pads
and the boys scrambling through for a quick single, it was
a tie!!! Another HKCC v KCC nail biter. The boys were
over the moon, we put into practice some points that
we had discussed and we very nearly got the result we
wanted, but we were all very happy with a tie. Great
sportsmanship from both teams and what a game for the
spectators.

CRICKET
One more game to go, we got some lunch and focussed
our thoughts on some T20 tactics. Before we went into
the game, we had a short presentation from Singapore
Cricket Club.
Vidur won an award from Singapore CC for their player of
the tournament, well done to Vidur!
Singapore won the toss and elected to bat first. A last
big 20 over push for the boys in the field! Tej took the
keeping duties for the last game and again Ayush and
Shiva opened up. SCC opened with their big hitter Bala
(not our Bala of course, although I think you could hit
a few big 6’s) from the last game! They started very
well getting to 21/0 from the first 4 and moving onto
27/0 from the first 5. Dhruv then came into the attack.
38/1 and Dhruv struck getting us our first wicket. With
some really consistent bowling, Dhruv then struck again
removing the new batsmen and Singapore were 46/2
off 8! Bala was going strong, working our bowlers and
our boys in the field. Hitting the gaps and hitting over
the top he was playing well and moved to 42. Then a
moment of brilliance, Brij was on to bowl, he had always
managed to come on and take a wicket at a key time and
had been fantastic at key moments previously. Could
he do it again? Bala came down the track and with a
good connection with the ball, it flew over to mid-off
where Rehan was circling. Oh no, had he misjudged
it, a backwards dive, I have never seen a catch like it!
Holding on to the ball whilst flying through the air, he
held onto it, the big hitter was out and they were 83/4!
What a fielding display from the boys to finish. Singapore
finished on 104/5 in their 20 overs! Confident that we
could chase this down, off we went!
It was down to Tej and Vidur to get us off to a strong start
again. Unfortunately Vidur was lost early to some very
good bowling from SCC. 13/1 off 4 and we were scoring
quite slowly. The Singapore bowlers were bowling very
well and we were struggling to score. Tej was very very
patient and Shiva now joined him at the crease. 33/1
from 6 overs and the run rate was increasing, the SCC
bowlers still bowling very well. Tej got into his stride
hitting two 4’s in the over and were in a much better
position on 45/1 off 8. Shiva was dismissed and we sent
Finn in. At 10 overs and drinks we were exactly where
we wanted to be having discussed it at the beginning, 55
half way through and the exact same score as SCC at this
stage. Speaking to Tej and Finn they were happy with the
scoring rate and feeling confident at the crease. Finn got
caught going for a boundary and we were 72/3 from 13.
Tej keeping a cool head moved to 50, we werent going
to lose this one! Dhruv supported Tej, having batted very
well in the previous innings. We moved to 88/3 off 15.
14 runs were needed from the last 4 overs and we were
looking in a winning position! 94/4 unfortunately losing
Dhruv, Cooper comes to the crease. Cool and collected

nothing seemed to phase him. We moved to 103/4 going
into the last 2 overs and that was it, an HKCC win!!
I gave out 3 awards for best batter, bowler and fielding of
the tour, followed by two special awards for player of the
tour and coaches player of the tour:

Best Bowler – Ayush Shukla.
Best Batter – Isaac Turner.
Best Fielder – Rehan Rosha.
Player of the Tour – Tej Sheopuri.
Coaches Player – Vidur Malik.
I would like to thank all of the parents for supporting
us before and during the Tour. It would not have been
possible without you. I would like to thank Singapore
Cricket Club for hosting us, KCC for given us some
fantastic cricket and KK for being a fantastic assistant!
Lastly, I would like to thank the boys, they worked
extremely hard and produced some very impressive
cricket.
Jasmine Titmuss
Cricket Coach

At Motorino's on Clarke Quay
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Junior News

Under 15 Premier Division –
Team Reports from Nizakat Khan

Optimists Team

T

he Under 15 Premier Division kicked off on 10th
February 2016. The HKCC Optimists started very
well this season and won all their first 3 matches
handsomely. Unfortunately, they lost momentum and
fell on the wrong side of the next two matches, one of
which was the semi-final.
Tej Sheopuri captained the Optimists this year and
led from the front with his batting and keeping skills.
This included a brilliant century in the opening match
against DLSW Tigers. There were also great all round
performances by Ryan Rollason and Harry Ledger
throughout the season. Shiva Bala showed much
consistency and improvement with the bat. All other
players contributed within their roles, on and off the
field, presenting great team work and, at all times,
competing in the right spirit.

Under 15 Elite Division Witherers
The Witherers got off to a very strong start this year,
winning their first game against United Warriors by 96
runs. The match began with a rocky start, losing 3 early
wickets, before captain of the Witherers, Raunaq Kapur,
and Vidur Malik put on a match winning partnership.
They scored 41 and 42 respectively. The boys really
focussed on their fielding efforts, which has hugely
improved compared with seasons gone by. When added
to the batting and bowling skills they possess, this makes
for an exciting, up-and-coming unit.
The team was captained brilliantly during the season
by Raunaq Kapur, who led from the front throughout,
keeping the team in high spirits at all times. Wickets
were generally shared around, with some wonderful
spells of pace bowling from Jesse (Harrington) and some
tricky spin bowling spells from the likes of Anuj (Samant)
amongst others.
It was a great team effort all the way and a joy for me to
watch, as the boys not only played great cricket but also
enjoyed every moment. This began when they arrived for
warm-ups and did not relent until they left the ground. It
was a pleasure working with all the boys and I wish them
the best of luck moving forwards.
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GOLF

NEWS…

L

ittle to report on the golf side this month as our
match against the American Club was a victim
of heavy fog so, disappointingly, was cancelled.

A report on our tour to Vietnam will follow in the next
issue.
Once again, during the summer months, we have
Saturday outings booked at Kau Sai Chau, so those of
you unable to play weekdays can join us.
Also next year (March) we are planning our first trip
to Queenstown (New Zealand) which promises to be a
fantastic experience.

GOLF TIP OF THE MONTH
THE MENTAL GAME
In light of the recent US Masters where there was a breakdown mentally by one or two of the very top players, some
advice on the mental side of golf.
In so many sports your actions are reflexive, which leaves little time to think about anything. In golf the ball just sits
there giving you as much time as you like. Below, I have given you a few things to consider when playing.
Think before you hit and play within your capabilities.
Do not try to execute shots when your chances of success are minimal.
Do not try to think of more than one swing key at a time when making a shot - this is counter productive.
Do not dwell on a bad shot, focus on the next shot ahead.
While on the course, don’t think about your final score, only with the shot in hand.
Good luck on your game!

Calendar for 2016
Saturday 25th June
Saturday 23rd July
Saturday 20th August
Monday 3rd October
Tuesday 4th October
Thursday 6th October
Friday 18th November

Golf Re-gripping Service
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
DISCOVERY BAY
KAU SAU CHAU EAST
CLEARWATER BAY (Match v MCC)
KSC NORTH/SOUTH CLUB CHAMPS

Tours
Fri/Sat/Sun/Mon 7/10 to10/10
Friday 17th March 2017		

HOI AN VIETNAM
QUEENSTOWN NEW ZEALAND

Available to all Members - a club re-gripping
service cheaper and more convenient than
other outlets in Hong Kong. From as little as
HK$50 per club I can re-grip and return within
24 hours.
For enquiries concerning Golf lessons or
upcoming golf outings e-mail golf@hkcc.org ;
please contact me on 3511-8698 or 9722-2671
Adrian Waters
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HOCKEY

Among the Barbarians…

W

hat’s it like to play
in a World Cup? Few
of us will ever know
but one man who does is Darren
Tavares. Darren is just back from
competing in the International
Hockey Federation Masters World
Cup 2016, in Canberra, Australia. We talked to him about
the experience.
Darren, Congratulations on appearing in the World Cup.
Who were you representing?
In the lead up to the Tournament, I played for the Hong
Kong National Masters team against Macau. However,
for various reasons, Hong Kong was unable to send its
National team to the Tournament. The Hong Kong team
was replaced by a composite World Barbarians team, in
which I was included.
How did the two things compare – playing for Hong Kong
and playing for the Barbarians?
The Hong Kong game was enjoyable (and resulted in
a resounding win for Hong Kong), but the World Cup
was unsurprisingly in a different league. I loved every
minute of it, though, and was lucky enough to be given
the honour of representing the team at the opening
ceremony.
That sounds great. Presumably you’ve played hockey all
your life – can you tell us for how how long and why you
enjoy it so much?
Formally, since the age of five, playing mini hockey but,
coming from a Hockey family, I had a stick in my hands
before that. I enjoy the team and competitive aspects
of hockey. It is also a sport that allows most to continue
playing and enjoying it for years, as could be seen by
the older age categories at the World Cup. I certainly
won’t miss the pre-World Cup 5:30am training/running
sessions.
So, come the flight to Canberra, were you nervous?
Not on the flight but there were good doses of nerves
before the games, especially against the big name teams
like Australia and England. The nerves settled quite
quickly once the games started.
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How did the Tournament pan out for you?
This was the third Masters World Cup, and it was held
at the National Hockey Centre in Canberra, from 29th
March to 6th April. It was, without question, the toughest
and most enjoyable week of my hockey career. Six games
in seven days will test most, particularly when you’re of
slightly older vintage. Having my wife and parents there
supporting me was a highlight.
Were the Barbarians well prepared?
Yes, we were. The organisers did a fantastic job in quickly
bringing together the Barbarians team and making all the
necessary arrangements. The coaching and management
staff who stepped in were also great with pretournament briefing tactics packs, pre-game briefings,
post-game briefings, speed guns, video equipment,
GPS tracking systems and post-game pool/stretch
sessions – not to mention the much needed services of
physiotherapists.
How did the Barbarians fare?
The Barbarians team had a great tournament, winning
three of our six games. We lost closely contested games
to Australia, England and New Zealand (ranked 1st, 2nd
and 4th in the world) and comprehensibly beat Malaysia
and the USA (twice). Given we were not a national team,
World Cup rules meant we could not play New Zealand
for the bronze medal. This was disappointing, given we
were confident we could reverse the previous result
against them, having played five games together with the
team's performance improving in each game. Ultimately,
the Tournament winners were Australia.
Can you sum up your feelings about competing in the
tournament?
All in all, it was a fantastic and memorable experience!
(Note from HKCC - Well done Darren, it’s a wonderful
honour to play at such an event and HKCC is proud of you!)

HOCKEY

HKCC 2015/2016 Premier League
Season Wrap Up
being a success on and off the field and was masterfully
recounted in Nic Carlsen's write up in the April Pinkun.
So, as this season draws to a close, I can say I am proud
of our squad’s efforts throughout the year and urge the
boys to get the last win, in a few weeks’ time, to cap off
our most successful year to date. Looking forward,
I am quietly confident about the potential of this squad
and, with another strong recruitment drive, combined
with a solid pre-season I believe we can build on the
momentum of this year and mount a serious challenge
for the Premier League title.
The year at a glance:

A

s the famous Bard put it…..
“Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once
more…..”

At the time of writing, the wrap up for the 2015/2016
season, we stand one win away from securing 4th
position in our 2nd year in the Premier League.
A win from our last fixture, on the 13th May, under
“Friday Night Lights” will see us achieve the goal set
by the squad at the start of the year during our team
planning (aka: drinking) session.

• Current Premier League Position: 4th out of 12 teams
• Premier League: Goals Scored: 43 , Goals conceded:
61
• 19 Premier Games for 7 wins, 3 Draws, 9 Losses,
• 1 Cup Game 1 Loss
• 6 Singapore Tour Games 5 wins, 1 Loss (Quarter
Finalists in the Cup)
• Multiple HKFC Games - Hockey (and the Croc) were
the winners!
Andrew Jacobs
Men’s Premier Team Captain

This achievement will be notable as it will be a tangible
outcome and deserved success for the 24 men who put
in their blood and sweat during 20 games played over a
9-month period.
The 2015/16 season to date has been one of attrition
punctuated by epic triumphs, despairing defeats,
horrifying injuries and courageous acts. We have endured
games in the freezing cold (against top placed Khalsa on
HK’s coldest day in 60 years) in the pouring rain (nothing
unusual) as well as the sapping humidity that is HK in
September (all whilst wearing our new kit designed by
Jimmy KB & Co.) We had some huge results including a
draw against the 2nd placed SSSC A, teaching Pak A a
lesson in hockey (and manners) in early January as well
as dispatching KNS in all four fixtures. Unfortunately,
our depth was tested due to departures (N. Lyons,
2014/15 MVP), work commitments (everyone) as well as
two serious injuries to key players. We wish both Mags
(aka Bionic Man) and Keith (aka Headbutt) a swift and
full recovery and look forward to having them back on
the pitch next year. On a brighter note, we had a great
touring year. The Singapore 6s Tour was a clear standout,
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HOCKEY

HK 6s Review

O

ver the Easter weekend
when Hong Kong put on
some fabulous weather,
Hong Kong Football Club once again
held their Hockey 6s tournament. As
in previous years, it included a host
of local and international sides with
HKCC entering 2 sides into the mixed
melee competition. Both HKCC sides
were compiled with a mix of old and
new faces and, contrary to much of
the talk within the teams, they were
both evenly matched.
The early off field honours went with
the Dubai Hockey Club at the Friday
night welcome drinks. There was,
however, a good showing by some
of the experienced HKCC Members
in Gail Deayton, Rob Rowe, and Nick
Sparrow who stood toe to toe with
the sand dwellers.
Placed on opposite sides of the
draw, things didn't start well for
either of the HKCC sides on Saturday
morning with both Team A and
Team B (very important to note the
difference between A team and B
teams) conceding losses in their first
2 games. With the competitiveness
between the two sides clearly evident
and some 'friendly' words exchanged,
both sides were determined to
improve their performances in the
second half of the day. Round 3
started well with Team B managing
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to come away with their first victory
against the DHC Humps (Dubai).
Team A, however were unable to
emulate this, losing to the DHC
Camels and Angry Birds somewhat
respectively, although perhaps
had themselves to blame after
dominating most of the game but
unable to put away many clear cut
chances in front of goal (Gail?). It
must also be noted that in an unusual
start to proceedings Gail Deayton
took the honours in a sprint and skull
start.

After some much needed rest for
some of the members of both teams
and the arrival of reinforcements
after lunch, each side had one match
to go for the day. Team A led by
Chris Ingle fought hard against The
Generations but with some lapses in
concentration in goal (Gail?) failed
to come away with a victory. Team
B dominated in their final game
but were only to come away with
a narrow 1-0 loss. Positive with the
performances of both sides on day
one, Saturday night saw many of the
team meet up for dinner to discuss
tactics. Some of the more energetic
team members were then later seen
catching up with the Dubai Hockey
Club to see if they could gain some
insights for the following day.
Sunday morning started better for
both sides and although Team A
were still struggling in front of goal
(Gail?) both teams came away with
early victories. The victories then
continued to come with some notable
performances from Stacey Rohwer
(you're in the PINKRUN! – sic) and

Stacey Rohwer

HOCKEY
Overall it was a brilliant weekend for
HKCC with some great hockey played
and new friendships formed. There
were also some strong performances
off the ground with HKCC coming
away victors of the skills race on the
Saturday evening and performing well
at both social events. A big thanks to
those involved and especially to Gen
Rowe for putting in all the effort to
organise everything.
Ash Smith

Kathryn Ward who both lifted their
game significantly from day 1 for
Team B and Lorenzo Pirlot who put in
some great performances in goal for
Team A. These strong performances
at the end of the group stages meant
both HKCC sides made it through to
the semi finals of the Jug competition
and a possible match up in the final if
both sides could secure victories.
Team A came up against the DHC
Toes for yet another crack at the
Dubai teams and The Randoms for
their last 2 pool games. Some great
ball movement and dynamic running
put HKCC in front early and they were
then able to drive this lead home
with some great touches in front of
goal from Gen Rowe and Amanda
Norton-Knight (still no Gail) and
smart penalty corner finishing by
Chris Ingle. Team B stood up against
a worrying Khalsa and then the Angry
Birds, and as was the case on day 1
against Team A, the match started
with a sprint and skull, this time
HKCC being represented by Stacey
Rohwer (you're in the PINKRUN – sic again!). The game was tight with both
sides evenly matched and the scores
ending tied at the end of normal
time, meaning it would need to be
decided by a penalty shoot out. After
3 chances each, things were still tied
up with both sides struggling to hit
the backboard. Chris Stafford in goal
and Jim Oliver with his skills would
turn out to be the heroes for HKCC,

Jim sealing the final goal and Chris
pulling off a great save to set things
up for an all HKCC final!
With some guaranteed silverware
for the Club, HKCC Hockey Convenor
Matt Deayton insisted on some club
bonding before the big game. This
provided some entertainment and
ensured everyone was well hydrated
before the big game. With the scene
set on the main ground and a large
crowd gathered, the sprint and skull
start to proceedings was adopted.
Although surrounded with some
controversy, Team A came away
with possession. In an end to end
game with many chances, Team A
took the early lead through a well
finished deflection at the far post
by Gail Deayton (FINALLY!). This was
Gail's first time hitting the score
board during the tournament after a
challenging weekend in front of goal.
Team B then took ascendency in the
match, pushing for an equaliser that
finally came with a great finish by
Nat Caves. This left things all square
at the end of normal time with both
sides leaving everything on the pitch,
including a few missed chances to
seal the win. In true HKFC 6s style,
any tied finals are decided with an
old fashioned boat race so both sides
prepared their best 6. Although some
debate over an early spillage, Team B
came out victors in a close encounter
to take home the jog.
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NETBALL

Season Wrap up

T

he 2015/16 season is drawing to a close and
by the time you read this I hope there will be
some more silverware in the cabinet! There is
no denying that this season has been tough for many
teams with seemingly more injuries and players leaving
HK than ever before. However, I’m proud to say that
this just amplified the unity and camaraderie of all our
players. Thank you to all those who rallied around to fill
in for other teams, often at short notice, and at different
venues from their own game!
While I’m at it, the section cannot run without all the
volunteers, both on and off the committee (too many to
name here!) – your contribution is greatly appreciated
and I hope you are willing to continue to give back to the
section in the coming years.
Last but definitely not least, a huge thank you to our
incredibly hard working, gracious and knowledgeable
Head Coach, Robin Manihera! HKCC Netball is growing
stronger and stronger and it’s amazing to see how you
engage, inspire and improve the skills of 6 year olds all
the way up to our 40+ year olds.... (no names!)

Seniors
The season came to a close at the end of the round
games for our Div 5 Fielders who came 8th. In Division
3 Crickets finished 8th with Optimists in 9th while in
Division 2 Dragons were squeezed out of the Semi’s
coming in 5th.
Monday 11th April was HKCC’s night at SYSMP, with 4
teams in the semi-finals. At 7pm Phoenix took on HKFC
Whirlwinds in what turned out to be an incredibly tight
battle. Unfortunately, Phoenix went down by 6 after a
tough fight, final score 30-24, finishing in 4th place for
Division 2.
Over on court 2, the Demons were playing HKFC
Typhoons in the Div 1A semi-final. With supporter
comments like “the best I’ve ever seen you play” the
Demons triumphed 47-20 and booked a spot in the
Grand Final.
At 8pm we had Devils against Valley Tigers in Div 1B.
Due to some unfortunate circumstances, they had to
take to the court with only 6 players. However, those 6
Devils were on fire and played out of their skin! They
gave their performance of the season and came so close,
going down in the end 30-24 and finishing 3rd in Division
1B. In what may be the best compliment possible, their
opponents told me they didn’t even realize Devils were a
man down until the 3rd quarter!
9pm brought the game of the night and the reason I
couldn’t sleep for hours afterwards! Griffins took on the

infamous Kowloon Sapphires. Something was missing
in the first quarter, the Griffins had a very slow start,
timing on leads were out of sync and there was a lack of
confidence in the shooting circle. At quarter time they
were down 4-10, but it was not all lost. They came out
firing after the 1st quarter huddle and fought back. The
crowd on both sides were going wild (I couldn’t contain
myself!) and they stole the lead, with the final score 3929!!
Good luck to Demons and Griffins for their finals, I hope
that by the time you read this, you will know that they
have both won!!

Juniors
The Junior section has become increasingly popular so,
this year, an additional U13s team was added to the lineup - please welcome the Flamingos!
At the time of writing we have two teams in the finals,
Mystics and Firebirds, so, hopefully, they too will be able
to bring home the cups! Good luck girls!
In a quick wrap up of the Spring league, the Eagles, who
moved up to U13 Div 5, played well but lost out to an
older and more experienced team. It was an amazing feat
for them to get this far, as they were in U10s last season!
The Falcons played a nail biting final in Div.4 going down
10-9 in the dying minutes of the game. Bluebirds and
Kites played off for 3rd and 4th, with Kites edging out the
Bluebirds 14-9 which was a great result with Bluebirds
having improved so much over the season. The Ravens
and Flamingos both played well but came in 4th, while
the Phoenix won a very exciting game to finish 3rd in
their division. Finally, our tiny Nettas teams played their
last games and are starting to look like netballers… our
stars of the future!!

Congratulations to Demons and our new
team for 2015/16 Griffins, both making the
senior netball Grand Finals. As we go to
print, both teams will be playing their final
match of the season to determine the winner
of both Division 1 and 2 –
watch out for results in the
June Pinkun!

Remember to complete the end of season survey on the
HKCC Netball website if you haven’t already
http://www.hkccnetball.org/
2016 May The Pinkun
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NETBALL
Specialist Netball Sessions
with Robin Manihera

Junior

Even though training has finished for the current season
there is no reason not to maintain and improve upon the
skills each of us has developed over the year. Robin is
offering specialist netball sessions over summer from
4th May for both Members and guests at the HKCC
Indoor Sports Hall. Price for Members is $250, Members'
Guests $350
Sign up online - first in, first served!

he Junior League Netball Season has almost
finished with most final results in. HKCC U19
Firebirds have yet to play their final game for 1st
and 2nd in their Division and HKCC U19 Mystics will play
off for 3rd and 4th in their Division. Most of the HKCC
Junior teams did so well in the last league that they were
promoted to the next grade for this season.

Junior Coach awards and special mentions
U19 Mystics: 	
U19 Firebirds:
U19 Swifts:
U19 Coach on call:
U13 Phoenix:
U13 Kites:
U13 Bluebirds:
U13 Ravens:
U13 Flamingos:
U13 Falcons:
U13 Eagles:
Nettas Hawks:
Nettas Sparrows:
7 years:

Gail Forey
Jemma Rowe
Donna Baxter
Lauren and Krystle Edwards
Cordelia Dyer
Doug Mulcroft
Ada Ytterdal
Robin Manihera
Jen Blumfield
Leishea Grant
Nerida Rigg
Jess McCarthy
Kathryn Crooke
Kristy Oshea

T

Huge thanks must go to the coaches, managers, and
umpires who helped make this season an enjoyable
one for the players. Well done to our supporters who
were always there for the teams and had great sideline
‘manners’, letting the coach and players get on with the
game.
Final Results for the remaining Junior teams:
HKCC Swifts
HKCC Phoenix
HKCC Kites
HKCC Bluebirds
HKCC Falcons
HKCC Ravens
HKCC Flamingos
HKCC Eagles

U19s Division (Div) 4: 4th
U13 Div 1: 3rd
U13 Div 3: 3rd 		
U13 Div 3: 4th
U13 Div 4: 2nd
U13 Div 3: 4th
U13 Div 4: 4th
U13 Div 5: 2nd

All of the coaches have done a great job but this coach
deserves a special mention: Nerida Rigg has managed
the Eagles through the first half of the season in Nettas,
unbeaten, and then taken them into the second half of
the season to the U13s unbeaten. Nerida has embraced
the athlete centred approach, moving the players around
so that they experience all positions and encouraged
them to make decisions for themselves on the court.
Players from this team have been able to sub for higher
graded teams easily fitting into whatever position they
were required to play in.
Thank you to all our coaches –
we couldn’t do it without you!

Mia (Eagles)

Sam (Eagles)

Millie and Sam (Eagles)
combined intercept

Eagles on the run – can’t catch us : Kiara, Sienna and Maddie
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NETBALL

Eagles and Coach Nerida

The Flamingos

Hawks with Coach Jess

Swifts: Tanya, Trisha and Prachi

Our youngest team the Sparrows with Coach Kathryn
and umpire for the day Zenia

The Flamingos with Coach Jemma

The Kites

Swifts: Olivia

Falcons

Ravens: Eloise, Neve, Jacqueline and Eleanor

Swifts

Falcons: Yasmine
2016 May The Pinkun
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THE SPORTS SHOP

Swimwear for all occasions
HKCC SPORTS SHOP

Open every day
Monday to Friday 1000 to 2000
Saturday and Sunday 0800 to 2030
Enquiry: 3511 8631
email: thesportshop@hkcc.org
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RUGBY

GU16s Success

H

KU SB RFCs U16 Girls squad has been
developing exceptionally well throughout
the season. The team won the 15s league in
December 2015 after delivering some overwhelmingly
dominating performances.
As part of HKRU's National Age Grade Phase I
programme, 11 girls from the squad were selected to
play at the prestigious Prudential New Year's Day Youth
Rugby 15s match 2016, and 10 played the game - the
largest representation from any club.
Come the 7s season and the girls then seamlessly
switched gears to hit top form . Over 4 tournaments, the
girls amassed impressive silverware - Team 1 won 2 Cups
and 2 Plates in the four 7s tournaments played. Team 2
won 1 Cup (Div II ), 1 Plate, 1 Shield.
As part of the National Age Grade Phase II programme,
6 girls from the squad were selected to play at the Hong
Kong 7s showcase game.
Staying true to Sandy Bay's community spirit, Rich
took on the responsibility of inducting Tai Po RFCs 3
players into the SB team. Needless to say, this has been
a tremendous support to Tai Po RFC's endeavours to
sustain and develop girls rugby.
The squad owes its success to the strong camaraderie
within the girls, the massive parental support they
receive at every game and at every training session.
Needless to say, the squad has enjoyed an immensely
trusting rapport with HKCC Lead Coach Liam Slatem and
Head Coach Rich Leung.
Manoj Dhar
2016 May The Pinkun
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SQUASH

What a year it has been –
with three extremely strong
HKCC Ladies teams
entered in this year’s HK
Squash league
Finals are coming up in April/May and it looks like all
of our three ladies teams will be playing off for the
championship with two of the teams playing off for
a possible double (top of the table after rounds and
winning the playoffs).

HKCC Squash Junior
clinches Australian Open
U15 title !!

Both our Division 2 junior team and our Division 3
ladies team look like finishing at the top of the table
when the rounds end which is a great effort. Last year,
the Junior Division 2 team finished top of the table
and unfortunately lost in the finals of the playoffs but
I think this year will be different with a stronger more
experienced team. It's been amazing to watch the
Juniors in this team grow both their games and their
personality as they are a lovely bunch of girls with huge
futures ahead of them.

See Yu Lee, who plays for us in the HK Squash league
Ladies Division 2, won the Australian Junior Open U-15
last month.

Our Division 3 Ladies went from struggling to get players
to make a team last year to fighting it out with the Police
Ladies for top of the table. There is only 1 point in it for
the top place and we are crossing our fingers the Ladies
hold it. It will be a huge effort if they can win the league
and of course the playoffs as our Division 3 team hasn't
won a league trophy for a few years. One person who
has made this team so strong is Anna Chapman, the
captain, holding things together and keeping her side
motivated during the long season.

See Yu had 14 players in her U-15 draw and was seeded
against the number 1 in her second round. After a tough
3-1 match, she played the No. 2 seed in the final and won
in 4 games.

The Ladies section has seen such a great bunch of adults
and juniors join this year, lifting the section to a new level
and we hope this continues to grow so that the HKCC can
become one of the elite squash clubs in Hong Kong.
I'm looking forward not just to collecting a bit of
silverware this year but to next year when we hope to
have a Division 1 Ladies team entered in the HK Squash
League. This will be a milestone for the Club to have
competitive teams in all 3 ladies divisions.
Squash On!
Emma Pike
Ladies Squash Captain
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The Australian Junior Open Squash Championships were
held in Devonport, Tasmania from 25th to 28th March,
with a total entry of 175 players. Against very strong
opponents, Sze Yu felt very nervous before her matches.
However, after winning, she was happy and enjoyed the
Open a lot.

Congratulations to See Yu!
What an inspiration to our Juniors.

SQUASH

World Cup Tournament
A festival type day was seen at the Club on Saturday 16th April.
8 teams (48 players) raced around in team colours for 5 hours of
hectic, frantic squash.
We played wing ding format which created organised chaos as those
who had played scoffed pizza and Heineken whilst those on court
raced to and fro between their allowed matches on the 4 courts.
Each round was 35mins and the day saw every contestant play
7 opponents trying to score as many points as possible for their
country team.
A close fought battle was encountered between the teams at every
level - with team INDIA winning the last round to just win the whole
day.
We had a great line up of Juniors, Ladies, then 4 rounds of (mainly)
Men. The best thing about the day was seeing the Juniors being
supported by the Adult section and everyone fully supporting their
respective team. By 5pm the squash area was full to the brim and
the highlight match was NZ's Chad playing INDIA's Rudy (both expro's). Not sure Rudy had played wing ding before but he seemed to
enjoy it !
Our thanks to Emma and Steve Pike without whom the day would
have been (more) chaotic! Also, my thanks to all who supported,
got water for the players, and scored matches - a huge team effort
and a day when most people were at the Club for much longer
than necessary or usual on a Saturday - making it a social day to
remember.
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We collect and deliver your car
FREE OF CHARGE (Subject to distance)
We provide good quick repair service at reasonable prices

Our Competitive Labour Charges:–
From
Lubrication Service

$

210.00

Tune Up Engine

$

800.00

Engine Decoke & Grind Valves

$

2500.00

Engine Overhaul

$

5500.00

Brake System Overhaul

$

1200.00

Clutch Mechanically Overhaul

$

1700.00

Air Condition Freon Recharge

$

400.00

Alternator Overhaul

$

700.00

Starter Motor Overhaul

$

700.00

ALL REPAIRS WITH THREE MONTHS GUARANTEE

Our Business Hours
8am-6pm, Mon-Sat & Public Holiday
Our 24 hrs. Emergency Towing Agent
“We Tow Towing” 6128 0999
Please call us at 2565 6166 FAX: 2856 1047
E-mail address: fookie@netvigator.com

FOOKIE MOTORS CO. LTD.
Shop 7, G/F, Paramount Building,
12 Ka Yip Street,
Chai Wan, Hong Kong.

1st Floor, Parker House, 72 Queen’s Road C.
Tel. 2522 7856, 2522 7944
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TENNIS

RECENT EVENTS...
HKTA League News
HKTA Summer Evening League April 2016

The HKTA Summer Evening League commenced last month, and HKCC has teams competing in the following divisions:
Mens A+
Ladies A+

Mens A
Ladies A

Mens B
Ladies C

Mens D

Mens E

This is an excellent representation of tennis at the Club and best wishes to all players involved. Match results will be
posted in forthcoming Pinkun issues.

LWTL League News:
The 2016 HK Ladies Spring Tennis
League will conclude shortly. Our
Div 1 team is still going strong and in
first position, so let’s hope they can
continue their form through the final
matches and take the title. Results as of
April 15 are as follows:
- Div 1

6 wins 1 draw 0 losses
(1st position with
3 matches remaining)

- Div 3

2 wins 3 losses 1 draw
(9th position with
3 matches remaining)

2016 May The Pinkun
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TENNIS

New HKCC Senior Tennis Professional
Just a reminder that the latest addition to the Club’s Tennis Coaching Team,
Enrique Estopina, is now available for lessons at the Club. Enrique will be covering
for Coach Yuliya while she is away in the US from April-June for the birth of her
second child.
Enrique is a fully qualified tennis teaching professional and comes to us from
Spain, where for the past 3 years he was the Senior Professional at the CEM
Olimpia Club in Barcelona. Enrique also spent 5 years at the CST Cunit Club in
Tarragona, Spain and was the Sports Director at the Club Tenis Segur de Calafell.
We are confident you will enjoy your lessons with Enrique and continue to
improve. This is Enrique’s first time in Asia, and he is looking forward to meeting
all our Tennis playing members. Please be sure to introduce yourselves when you
see him at the Club, and make him feel welcome. Enrique will be available for
lessons generally in the afternoons (Mon-Fri) and Saturday mornings.

JUNIOR NEWS
Junior Tennis Programme Term 2, 2016
Term 2 of the 2016 Junior Tennis
Programme commenced on Monday
11th April and spots are filling up
quickly. If you would like your child to
learn the game of Tennis and improve
their skills in a focused, but fun
environment, be sure to sign them
up for lessons after school or on the
weekends this term. Please check the
Club noticeboards for further details,
email Jason at jasonlijewski@hkcc.org
or collect an Application Form at the
Sports Desk.

Junior League News
Inter-Club Junior Satellite League
2016 Season 1
The HKCC has one team participating
in the Junior Satellite League series
held at HK Parkview and matches
commenced on Friday 6 March. We
are fielding a very young team and this
is a great learning experience for them
all, and they are all having a great time.
Match results after Round 6 on April
15 are as follows:
HKCC: 1 win 3 losses (4th place with
7 matches remaining)
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We would like to congratulate Sascha Wills on receiving
the HKCC Junior Player of the Month Award for April 2016.
This special award is presented at the end of each month
to a junior tennis player who has excelled on the court
during that month. Ability, commitment, sportsmanship,
dedication and motivation are some of the main criteria
used when determining the Player of the Month. The
HKCC Tennis Professionals collectively vote on the
recipient of this award each month.

Name: Sascha Wills
Age: 6½
Age started playing: 5
Favourite player: David (Daddy)
Favourite shot: Volleys
On behalf of the HKCC Tennis Coaching Team Congratulations to Sascha.

TENNIS

HKCC EASTER
Junior Tennis Camps - March- April
There was a nice turnout for the Easter Tennis Camps in March/April. Players worked hard on their skills in a focused,
but fun environment and made good improvements to their game. Be sure to sign your children up for our Tennis Camps
during the Summer break in July and August. There are Tiger Tennis Camps for the 3-6 year olds in the Sports Hall after
lunch and Hot Shots Tennis Camps for the older juniors in the afternoons.
Also, for those juniors who like to mix it up with other sports, the sign-ups for Summer Sports Camps will also be available
at this time.
Please check the Club Noticeboards for further details on these camps. For enquiries, please contact 3511 8698 or by
email: jasonlijewski@hkcc.org. All camp application forms can be faxed to 3511 8630

Parent Child Social Tournament
Super Tigers
Despite threatening skies, six pairs took to the court for the first
event of the day. Matches were played on a modified court using
orange dot balls in a first to 15pts format. The juniors played
some great tennis, impressing their parents with rallying and
sportsmanship. Consistent play from Sarah and her son Callum
proved difficult to counter, as they made their way through the draw
undefeated to win the title with 75pts. Hyon and daughter Mihika
were hot in pursuit finishing in second place on 72 pts. The kids loved
getting out on court with mum and dad and a great afternoon was
had by all.
Winners: Sarah Lo and
Callum Mackenzie

Runners Up: Hyon and
Mihika Kobayashi

Winners: Charlotte Luck
and Lily Brewster

Runners Up: John and
Michael Brewster

Satellite Tour
A competitive field of five pairs were involved in the Satellite Tour
event. Matches were the best of one set and it was top seeds
Lily Brewster and Charlotte Luck who set the standard early with
commanding wins in their opening rounds. The 14 & Under Junior
Club Champion and her A+ ladies partner maintained their high level
of play making their way through the draw undefeated, with John
and Michael Brewster finishing in second place with three wins and
one loss. Great spirit was on display and fantastic to see the Juniors
rallying so competitively with their parents and giving them a real run
for their money, in what were all very closely contested matches.
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TENNIS
COACHING UPDATES
Cardio Tennis
Cardio “KEEP FIT” Tennis is a 60 minute clinic that will
really get your body moving! It is meant to burn off the
calories and use a lot of energy! You can join this class at
any level, as the intention is that you are always moving
and hitting. It is not a technique based class, but rather a
cardiovascular workout with a lot of ball hitting. Cardio
Tennis is a big sensation in the US, Australia & Europe, and
we hope you will give it a try after the summer holidays!!
It’s a “drop in” session, which means you only commit
to coming when you have time, so this gives you the
flexibility to work around other things in the week. The
sessions are run by Coach Jason, and have already gained
a “cult” following. Try it out and see why!
COST: $205 per session
DAY: Tuesdays 7.00am-8.00am / 8.00am-9.00am
Thursday 7.00am-8.00am / 8.00am-9.00am
MINIMUM:
4 people
MAXIMUM:
6 people
Sign up at the Sports Desk now or email Jason for more
details jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

Ladies Clinics
If you want to work more closely on technique, footwork,
consistency, doubles play and hitting a lot of balls these
are the clinics for you. For a number of seasons, it’s been
a drop in session which means you only commit to coming
when you have the time but from 2016 onwards there will
be a discount for monthly sign up!
COST:

$310 per session (Drop In)
$280 per session (Monthly Sign Up)

DAY:

Wednesdays 10.00am-11.30am
Fridays 10.00am-11.30am

MINIMUM: 3 players
MAXIMUM: 4 players per court

Tennis Tip of the Month - by Jason Lijewski
The Half Volley

T

he half volley is a very useful shot when played correctly,
but can be challenging. When are you most likely to play a
half volley?

1. When you’re on the net or coming into the net.
2. When you are on the baseline and your opponent plays a deep
fast ball.
How do you play a half volley? Here are a few pointers which will
allow you to play a successful half volley:
• Bend your knees, as the ball will be played low to the ground.
• Stay down through the shot keeping your upper body upright and still, e.g., do not lift up or fall away as you play
the shot, hold your body position.
• Use a short backswing.
• Keep a firm grip and wrist similar to when playing a volley.
• Hit the ball with the full face of the racquet - don’t try and turn over the ball too much.
• Follow through with a controlled forward motion with the racquet - once again, very similar to
when playing a volley.
• Respect the shot that has come to you. Realise that your best option is to get the ball back into
play - don’t try and do too much.
• Follow these tips and you will have good control with the half volley.
Go out and practise this shot, as it will prove very handy in your matches, especially during doubles play.
Hope this helps and good luck on the courts.
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Wanganui Collegiate School
Year 9 to 13, Anglican, Co-Educational, Full 7 Day Boarding School

Invitation to parents
to attend an

INFORMATION EVENING
Monday, 6 June 2016, 5:30pm to 7:30pm
New Zealand Consulate-General
6501Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Road
Wanchai, Hong Kong

To register email: admin@collegiate.school.nz
detailing your name

A home away from home...
nurturing values and excellence! www.collegiate.school.nz
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GYM NEWS

Amin Ashraf talks about:
Strength Training with Kids

S

trength training can help kids and teens build
healthy muscles, joints, and bones. With a
properly designed and supervised programme,
they can improve endurance, total fitness level, and
sports performance. Strength training can even help
prevent injuries and speed up recovery.
About Strength Training
Strength training is the practice of using free weights,
weight machines, and rubber resistance bands, or body
weight to build muscles. With resistance, the muscles
have to work harder to move. When the muscles work
harder, they grow stronger and more efficient.
Strength training can also help fortify the ligaments
and tendons that support the muscles and bones and
improve bone density, which is the amount of calcium
and minerals in the bone. And the benefits may go
beyond physical health. Young athletes may feel better
about themselves as they get stronger.
The goal of strength training is not to bulk up. It should
not be confused with weight lifting, bodybuilding,
and power lifting, which are not recommended for
kids and teens. In these sports, people train with very
heavy weights and participate in modelling and lifting
competitions. Kids and teens who do those sports can
risk injuring their growing bones, muscles, and joints.
Age Guidelines
Generally, if your child is ready to participate in organized
sports or activities such as netball, soccer, or gymnastics,
it is usually safe to start strength training.
Kids as young as 7 or 8 years old can usually do strengthtraining activities (such as pushups and sit-ups) as long
as they show some interest, can perform the exercises
safely, and follow instructions. These exercises can help
kids build a sense of balance, control, and awareness of
their bodies.
Specific exercises should be learned without resistance.
When proper technique is mastered, small amounts
of resistance (body weight, band, or weight) can be
added. In general as kids get older and stronger, they can
gradually increase the amount of resistance they use.
Safety
As with any sport, it's wise to have your child visit a
doctor before beginning a strength-training regimen. If
the doctor signs off on the idea, you'll need to make sure
that your child will be properly supervised, using safe
equipment, and following an age-appropriate routine.
Muscle strains are the most common form of injury, and
the lower back is the most commonly injured area. But
these injuries usually happen because the child has not
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used the proper lifting technique or is trying to lift too
much weight.
As long as your child is using the proper techniques and
lifting an appropriate amount of weight, strength training
shouldn't have any effect on growth plates, the layer of
cartilage near the end of the bone where most of the
bone growth occurs.
A Healthy Routine
In general, kids and teens should tone their muscles
using a low amount of weight and a high number of
repetitions, instead of trying to lift a heavy load one or
two times.
The amount of weight will depend on a child's current
size and strength level. But in general, kids should be
able to lift a weight with proper technique at least 8 to
15 times. If they can't lift the weight at least 8 times, the
weight is too heavy.
Pre-teens shouldn't be concerned about adding muscle
bulk, which won't occur until after they have passed
through puberty. Even then, it's important to focus on
technique so that they can strengthen their muscles
safely.
Programme Guidelines
Here are some guidelines when considering strengthtraining programmes:
• Warm up with at least 5–10 minutes of aerobic activity
and dynamic stretching. Cool down with less intense
activity and static stretching.
• Calisthenics and stretching exercises should be
performed before and after strength training.
• Kids should begin with one set of 8–15 repetitions of
6–8 exercises that focus on the major muscle groups of
the upper and lower body and core.
• Kids should start with no load (resistance). When
proper technique is mastered, a relatively light weight
can be used with a high number of repetitions.
Increase the weight as strength improves. Progression
also can be achieved by increasing the number of sets
(up to three) or types of exercises.
• Two to three training sessions per week on nonconsecutive days is sufficient.
It's important to remember that strength training is one
part of a total fitness programme. It can play a vital role
in keeping your child healthy and fit, along with aerobic
exercise such as biking and running, adequate hydration,
and healthy nutrition.

SOCIAL

Social Entertainment Committee
Do you have great ideas for social events at the HKCC?
If so, we'd love to hear them. The Social and Entertainment Committee (SEC) meets once a quarter to discuss past
and future social events at the Club. If you have any feedback or suggestions, then we'd love to hear from you.
Our current SEC is made up of eight people, most of us having been Members for several years. Our objective is
to improve on past events and bounce around ideas for new events. We strive to come up with different events to
attract all age groups and interests of our Members. However, we'd love your feedback, so please feel free to get in
touch with us at any time with whatever constructive ideas you may have.
I have only recently taken on the role of Chair of the SEC
so I'm still learning as I go. Carlotta Wong, Dee Crebbin,
Sharlene Jacquier and Valeria Banks have served on
our Committee for many years and their dedication
and commitment has been greatly appreciated.
New to our team, apart from myself, is AnneLouise Fennelly, Tia Poole and Lisel Varley.
I'd like to thank all seven members for
volunteering to take on this role. We
hope we can provide the events and
entertainment that our Members enjoy.
Please email us at any time at this
address:
events@hkcc.org or call 3511 8678.
Susan Mifsud
Chairlady

Mother’s Day

Celebration
Sunday 8th May		
12 Noon - 3:00 p.m.
Spinners

$398 per adult
$298 per child (age3-12)

• All Mums will receive a Special Gift!
• Fancy face-painting
• All Children (age 3-12) will be entitled to an entry in the DIY session.
(NO a-la-carte is available during these hours.)
2016 May The Pinkun
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On the last Sunday of the month from 5:30 p.m.
24th April
26th June
28th August
30th October

29th May
31st July
25th September		

Free Admission
The Pool

Children's Corner
Kids’ Funtime
Colouring
Competition

Winners:

Group 1 – Under 7
Jaimee Leung
Maia Lee
Freya Dailly
Oscar Dailly
Anthea Liu
Toby Chin

Group 2 - 7 and over
Sophie Flinn
Kristen Ho
Joyce Li
Leonard Lui
Oscar Chin
Zoe Leung

Social Bridge Night
Social Bridge Night on every Monday from 7:30 p.m.
in the Chater Tavern.
To enrol on the weekly email notification,
please contact:
Andrea Nye nye@netvigator.com
Kim Farbrace kimfarbrace@gmail.com
Ling cwling25@yahoo.com
As space is limited, please email your registration
early to avoid disappointment.

Please scan this QR Code for on-line booking or contact Club Reception for further information.
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SOCIAL

Family Poolside BBQ
with Inflatable
Saturday 28th May

Friday 10th June

Friday 24th June

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
$325 per adult
$230 per child (age 3-12)
To avoid disappointment, please sign up early!
(The Pool will be OPEN to Members who have booked for the evening and will be
CLOSED to non-participants from 6:00 p.m.
Thank you very much for your understanding.)
2016 May The Pinkun
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SOCIAL

To celebrate your birthday,
family and friends gatherings,
anniversary…
HKCC Private Race Boxes
is the perfect venue for your
special day.
Racing Fixtures:

May

Special promotion for Private Box at
Shatin Racecourse "Until 29 May."
• BUY-2-GET-1-FREE — Book a table
for THREE people, pay for TWO
catering packages and receive one
complimentary catering package
(includes buffet meal and the bar
service).
• Book a party for FOUR people,
you will receive an additional
complimentary one pound cake OR
a bottle of Sparkling wine.
• Book a party for SIX people or
more, you will receive both an
additional complimentary one
pound cake AND a bottle of
Sparkling wine.
To enjoy this special promotion, a minimum of seven
working days is required.
Please refer to the Booking Forms for details and
Terms & Conditions

1 May
4 May
7 May
11 May
14 May
18 May
22 May

Sun
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sun

Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin

29 May

Sun

Sha Tin

1 June
5 June

Wed
Sun

Happy Valley
Sha Tin

9 June

Thur

Happy Valley

12 June
15 June
19 June
22 June
26 June

Sun
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sun

Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin

Fri
Wed
Sun

Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin

June

July
1 July
6 July
10 July

Join the Last Meeting Club's Private RACE BOX on 10th July.
Special Race Meetings with additional charge
for catering package

For further details and booking, please contact Members Service Department on 3511 8678 or email: events@hkcc.org
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CHILDREN'S SUMMER PROGRAMMES

Tennis Camps
Time Tots

2.00pm-2.55pm

3.00pm-5.00pm

5.00pm-7.00pm

27th–30th June
(Monday– Thursday)

TC1A-Tots
$980 (member)
$1,176 (guest)

TC1B-Hot Shots
$1,720 (member)
$2,064 (guest)

TC1C-Satellite
$1,960(member)
$2,352(guest)

$1,225 (member)
$1,470 (guest)

$2,150 (member)
$2,580 (guest)

$2,450 (member)
$2,940 (guest)

4th–8th July
(Monday–Friday)

TC2A-Tots

TC2B-Hot Shots

TC2C-Satellite

11th–15th July
(Monday–Friday)

TC3A-Tots

TC3B-Hot Shots

TC3C-Satellite

18th–22nd July
(Monday–Friday)

TC4A-Tots

TC4B-Hot Shots

TC4C-Satellite

25th–29th July
(Monday–Friday)

TC5A-Tots

TC5B-Hot Shots

TC5C-Satellite

1st–5th August
(Monday–Friday)

TC6A-Tots

TC6B-Hot Shots

TC6C-Satellite

8th–12th August
(Monday–Friday)

TC7A-Tots

TC7B-Hot Shots

TC7C-Satellite

15th–19th August
(Monday–Friday)

TC8A-Tots

TC8B-Hot Shots

TC8C-Satellite

Fee (5 days)

Sports Camp
		

Member

Guest

Week 1

27th – 30th June (Monday to Thursday)

$2,185

$2,395

Week 2

4th – 8th July (Monday to Friday)

$2,575

$2,730

Week 3

11th – 15th July (Monday to Friday)

$2,575

$2,730

Week 4

18th – 22nd July (Monday to Friday)

$2,575

$2,730

Week 5

25th – 29th July (Monday to Friday)

$2,575

$2,730

Week 6

1st – 5th August (Monday to Friday)

$2,575

$2,730

Week 7

8th –12th August (Monday to Friday)

$2,575

$2,730

Week 8

15th – 19th August (Monday to Friday)

$2,575

$2,730

Daily rate $575 member $630 Member's guest.
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

Special Wine Events

For Members and their
guests age 18 and above

Sunday Bin End Sales
Spinners Waiting Area from 12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.
Complimentary Wine, Beer and Whisky Tasting.
All at attractive prices!
Free admission. See you at the Club!

22
MAY

In celebration of Mother’s Day in May – any purchase of 12 bottles
of wine will receive one designated bottle of wine from our Chief
Sommelier!

Wine Tasting Activities
• Admission Fee $68 per person per Tasting event
• Full refund on wine purchase at the event
• 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
– Friday 20th May

Monthly Wine Tasting & Belgium Craft Beer Tasting

Great Value for Money!
Wine Rack –Wine Takeaway Service is available at the Spinners.
All the wines are carefully selected to get the best quality at best deal!
Complimentary delivery service is available if the minimum spending
on purchase is achieved.
Special Tasting sessions of the Wine Rack Selection in May:
14th and 15th May - Saturday and Sunday Wine Rack Tasting
will be available at Spinners Waiting Area from 3:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.
Or, please contact our Service Staff for more details.
For any further enquiry, please feel free to contact us on wine@hkcc.org or visit us at Spinners!

Chapter RP100
The perfect wine at 100/100
2010 Casanova di Neri Brunello di Montalcino
Tenuta Nuova (RP 100) at $1,048 per bottle

The Wine Advocate - "The 2010 Brunello di Montalcino Tenuta Nuova is a
protagonist of the vintage. The fruit is deep and dark with rich levels of extract,
intensity and flavor. It goes far beyond your standard cherry and blackberry to
include plum cake, spice bread and bacon-wrapped prune. Nothing is obvious
or monochromatic about this wine. Everything is nuanced and ethereal. Tenuta
Nuova is also distinguished by the linear mineral notes that are characteristic
of this single-vineyard site. In 2010, those traits are especially well-defined and pronounced. The tannins reach
a level of suppleness that is almost impossible to find in the sometimes prickly and acidic Sangiovese grape. If
there is one thing Giacomo Neri has mastered, it is harvesting at optimal ripeness: He knows his property and his
vines better than most and it shows. Collectors will want to put this wine aside ten years or longer."

Very limited stock.
For confirmation of order, please email to wine@hkcc.org
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

Burgundy Wine Workshop – Cote d’Or
Date: Wednesday 18th May 2016
Time: 7:00p.m. – 8:30p.m.
Venue: Sobers Suite
Price: $188 per Member
($100 will be refund on wine purchase at the event.)
This workshop is available for Members only, due to limited seating.
Thank you for your understanding.
Cote d’Or (which means Gold Coast) in French combines the very best of
Burgundy. This time we will discover the history, patrimony, terroirs of the famous
Appellations such as: Vosne-Romanee, Gevrey-Chambertin, Meursault, ChassagneMontrachet and Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru.
Participants may taste the wines made by prestigious winemakers such as Benoit
Ente, Lecheneaut Brothers, Gregory Patriat, etc.
The Workshop will be conducted by Romain Comte, the winemaker’s son.
He will share the wines from a nice range of Villages, 1er Cru and 2 Grands Crus!
• 2012 Gevrey-Chambertin, Lecheneaut
• 2011 Chambolle-Musigny, JC Boisset
• 2012 Vosne-Romanee "Champs Perdrix", Henri Audiffred
• 2011 Corton Renardes "Vieilles Vignes" Grand Cru, Michel Gay
• 2013 Meursault "Limozin", JC Boisset
• 2013 Chassagne-Montrachet "Les Houllieres", Benoit Ente
• 2011 Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru, Francoise Andre
For booking and enquiry, please email to wine@hkcc.org or contact us on 3511 8621

Afternoon Tea Set at Spinners
Monday to Friday from 2:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, Sunday and Public Holiday from 2:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
A special High Tea Set including a selection of Award Winning dishes
from the “Dilmah Real High Tea Global Challenge” – Hong Kong 2014
and Sri Lanka 2015. Pairing with your choice of Dilmah traditional
unblended 100% pure Ceylon Tea.
You may upgrade your afternoon tea experience with:
NV Taittinger Brut Champagne, France
2014 Whispering Angel, Chateau d’Esclans, Côtes de Provence, France
2016 May The Pinkun
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

Beer Promotion
Artist Beer – quality craft beer
from Belgium
Peroni-from Italy

Blonde Beer

$ 28 / bottle
$ 126 / bucket of 5 Bottles

Guest Draught
Tap Promotion

White Beer

Kronenbourg 1664
Blanc-from France

$ 55 / bottle
$ 140 / bucket of 3 Bottles

$ 46 / pint

Special Drink Promotion
Fresh Young Coconut

Virgin Mojito

fresh mint, fresh lime, soda and sugar

Sommelier’s Recommendation
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Sea Coconut Tea (Hot)

sea coconut, tinjian pear and dried figs

utlets!

o
Available at all

2014 Chablis, Domaine
William Fevre, Chablis, France

2012 Briego, Tiempo Crianza,
Ribera del Duero, Spain

$68 per glass
$272 per bottle

$62 per glass
$248 per bottle

Special Takeaway price at
$190 per bottle

Special Takeaway price at
$170 per bottle

FOOD & BEVERAGE

Sunday Roasts for May
Noon to 2:30 p.m.
$128 per person (age 18 and above)

Children’s price (3 – 12) $95 is available at Sportsman’s Bar

May
1st
8th
15th
22nd
29th

Baked Gammon Ham with honey and mustard
(available at Chater Tavern)
Roast U.S. Chuck Rib Eye with Yorkshire pudding
Slow roasted Pork Shoulder with crackling and apple sauce
Slow Roast leg of Australian Lamb
Roasted USA Sirloin with herb crust and natural jus

All served with soup and vegetable accompaniments.

Willow Room Chef ’ s Specials in May
有機紫玉淮山

Organic Purple Yam

紫玉淮山野菌豆腐羹
Tofu Soup with Purple Yam and Assorted Fungus
紫玉淮山田園蔬菜
Sauteed Purple Yam and Assorted Seasonal Vegetables
紫玉淮山麻蓉湯丸
Purple Yam Dumplings with Sesame Paste

Tuen Ng Festival 2016 – Dumpling Order
Tuen Ng Festival is just around the corner. The Willow Room is offering the items below for takeaway to celebrate
this special season with family and friends.

肇城裹蒸粽
Zhaoqing Rice Dumpling

蛋黃蓮蓉梘水粽
Rice Dumpling with Lotus Seeds and Salty Egg Yolk

蛋黃咸肉粽
Rice Dumpling with Marinated Pork and Salty Egg Yolk

綠 揚 軒 精 裝 瑤 柱 X.O. 醬
Willow Room Homemade X.O. Sauce
For any enquiry, please feel free to contact
The Willow Room at 3511 8638 or email fnb@hkcc.org
Collection of ordered dumplings is available
from Friday 3rd June to Thursday 9th June.
Last order-Monday 6th June at 5:00p.m.

uites have
The Function S
en adapted as
temporarily be
om from now
The Willow Ro
ar 2016.
until end-of-ye
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PICTORIAL

Easter Sunday

56
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PICTORIAL

Hunting for eggs
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A Great Start to the Week …

Steak nights on Mondays and Tuesdays

Oysters Wednesdays with a Twist

A new Steak Night menu is being offered on
Mondays and Tuesdays, from 16 May, with the
choice of 2 or 3 courses at $298 and $358 respectively.
The Grilled Rib Eye Steak is an old school delight but
seafood lovers can instead choose between the Grilled
Wild King Salmon and the best fish we can find in
Grilled “Catch of the Day”.

Priced between $19 and $26 per piece on Wednesdays.
All oysters can be enjoyed four ways: au natural
with DotCod cocktail sauce and lemon; tangy with
rhubarb, shallot and ginger; spicy with hot chorizo on
the side; or with Japanese cucumber, salmon caviar,
merlot vinegar and chives for a truly unique taste for a totally fresh and tantalising experience specially
designed by Chef Justin.

Doesn’t matter if you are going for 2 or 3 courses, the
all-time favourite DotCod’s Signature Lobster Bisque
is definitely complementary to your choice of steak.

From 11 May, premium French oysters will be
available for your indulgence.
Get shucking with a glass of Moët Champagne at
only $98! Book your table early!
Start the week on a satisfied stomach!

HKCC Members enjoy 30% discount on normal dining bill.
Reservation Hotline: 2810 6988
For more information, please email to dotcod@hkcc.org
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STAFF NEWS

Singapore Cricket Tour

by KK Lee (Assistant Sports & Recreation Supervisor)

F

irst of all, I would like to thank the Club for offering me this great opportunity to
join the Cricket Tour to Singapore. It was a unique and great experience for me to
be a part of this event, from planning to the actual Tour and safe return home.

KK's Thoughts...
Things get out of control – group check-in is not a group seating, cricket bats are not
allowed on board, final call for the flight, not enough bus seats, technical problem with
the ICC T20 match…finally, we are excited to be at the start of our first Match v. KCC at
Singapore Cricket Club.
Heat, humidity and playing on turf – we lost our first game. Never mind, we learn from
this loss and keep our spirits high, heading to Universal Studios!! Imagine, 14 excited
children… how they behave… it is good refreshment after a game. Funny highlight, we
were getting on the Scary Mummy… Tej running out of the queue!!
Locked a bag into the wrong locker…

Sweaty boys had a nice shower, looking smart ready for
the dinner – Boys are all happy to share the high spirits.
Everyone had a great evening.

Thank you boys and parents for inspiring my cricket
interest, awareness and knowledge. A funny bit I found
out: you guys are brilliant on the ground, mature
players. Out of the ground you are all lovely children. I
liked the beatboxing to keep us in good spirits!

ACHIEVEMENT
Congratulations to Michael Chan (Junior Sommelier) who successfully completed
“WSET Level 3 in Wines and Spirits” training and passed with distinction out of a class
of 30 students. Michael is very enthusiastic about wine and will continue to build on
an in-depth knowledge of a wide ranges of wines and spirits.

2016 May The Pinkun
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Recent Video Releases
Doctor Thorne
(2016 - 3 x 48 minutes)

Fathers and Daughters
(2015 - 116 minutes)

From Anthony Trollope's story of
Victorian England.

Although it is not a collection of
separate TV episodes, it contains four
different stories of the close family
relationships indicated by the title.
Prominent performances include
Russell Crowe and Jane Fonda.

Julian Fellowes, having completed
his work on the 'Downton Abbey'
series, has scripted this scenario
of the love and lives of those
belonging to different social classes.
Included are the traditional landowners and those making their way up the social scale from
humbler backgrounds. And here is plenty of action, social
intrigue, and hilarious comedy. There are many outstanding
performances, particularly from Tom Hollander as the wise
and morally forthright Doctor Thorne and Ian McShane as
a brandy-tippling, railway entrepreneur, land financier and
parliamentary candidate. Fine country houses, old English
villages and a dramatically scripted finale provide many
pleasurable moments.

And Then There Were None
(2015 - 3 x 58 minutes)
Plush television production of Agatha
Christie's intriguing play about ten
important individuals being invited
to a remote island - where they die,
mysteriously, one by one. These
include a judge, a detective and a
doctor. Leading parts are played by
Charles Dance, Miranda Richardson
and Sam Neill.

The Night Manager
(2060 - 6 x 60 minutes)

Steve Jobs (2016 - 122 minutes)
Michael Fassbender (as Steve Jobs)
and Kate Winslet were nominated
for Oscars for their performances
in this production. The film tells
the remarkable story of Steve
Jobs' struggles and set-backs in his
personal and business life as he is
driven to develop the revolutionary
concepts in the computer world and
make the Apple the world's leading product.

Gangsta Granny
(2015 – 70 minutes)
One for the youngsters. When Mum
and Dad drop schoolboy Ben off to
stay at his Granny’s for the evening,
he expects the usual boring old
cabbage soup, never-ending knitting
and endless Scrabble until……!
Based on the Best-selling book by
David Walliams.

Well planned, intense, British
Foreign Office drama by John Le
Carré involving arms dealers and a
psychopathic killer. The fast moving
locations include Mallorca, Morocco,
Egypt, Turkey and Switzerland.

Video & DVD Library – Opening Hours:
Weekdays – 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday – 1100 to 1900
Public Holiday – 1200 - 1800
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PET HELP

Dogs & Microchips in Hong Kong

I

just wanted to clear up some questions we often
hear about microchips in dogs in Hong Kong.

In Hong Kong, all dogs, 5 months or older, require
an AVID (American Veterinary Identification) brand
microchip. Hong Kong was one of the first countries in
the world to make microchipping compulsory (dogs are
also required to have a rabies vaccine every three years
and this, with the microchip, enables a dog licence to
be produced, which is a compulsory requirement for
keeping a dog in Hong Kong). This has enabled Hong
Kong to be recognised as a rabies free zone, which is
particularly important for animals travelling out of HK.
The AVID Microchip:
1. should last a lifetime – although a small number do
fail and need to be replaced.
2. has a number only of the format 123*123*123. There
is NO other information stored on the microchip.
It is the owner’s responsibility to advise the HK
Government Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation
Department (AFCD) re any changes in the ownership
or address details. The AFCD keeps a central registry
of the microchip numbers and corresponding owner’s
details. Private veterinarians do NOT have access to
this database.
3. may not be accepted in other countries and the dog
may need a different brand microchip inserted if
travelling overseas (each destination country has its
own rules).
4. is small (see image) and should not cause any
reaction.
5. is inserted under the skin between the shoulder
blades - it should stay in this vicinity, but may “move”.
This is not an issue.
P.S. there is no legal requirement for cats to be
microchipped in Hong Kong and, even if they are, there is
no central registry for cats.

Following the correct procedure - it works.
Recently, a good Samaritan brought in a dog he found
roaming on the street. We scanned the microchip checked our database but we did not have a match. The
dog was left with us and we called the AFCD and advised
them the microchip number (this was about 9am on a
Saturday morning). The AFCD checked their database and
called the registered owner. Within minutes the owner
called us and came down to collect their missing dog.
The owner brought in their dog licence and we were able
to verify that with the microchip number of the dog.
Lost, found and reunited in less than 1 hour. An excellent
and efficient system.
If a Lost Dog is found, its microchip number should
immediately be reported to the AFCD for them to
manage the reuniting process...it works!

Dr Lloyd Kenda

BSc(Psych) BSc(VetBiol) BVMS(Hons)
MRCVS MACVSc(SASurgery)

Valley Veterinary Centre
G/F 15 Yuen Yuen Street
Happy Valley
Hong Kong
25752389
www.valleyvetcentre.com.hk
info@valleyvetcentre.com.hk
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THAT'S HISTORY

A legendary Club groundsman, cricketer and sportsman…
of fit young sons, he
had little cause to
extend himself.
His knowledge of
groundsmanship,
in those days, was
seldom challenged
– very much a law
unto himself. The old
man’s vast experience was passed on
to all his sons; however, Benny and
his older brother Kwong Sang, became
the most dedicated and qualified
groundsmen.

HKCC Staff in the Sixties at Chater Road
Benny – second row - far right

S

ome Personal Memories of Benny Kwong Woo
that first appeared in the February 1999 Pinkun
by Alan Bailey, former Club Ground Convenor

Benny Kwong was 10 years old when I joined the Hong
Kong Cricket Club in 1958. From early morning to late
afternoon, Benny’s father, fondly known as “Peg Leg”
due to a pronounced limp caused by a hip impairment,
had Benny and his other three brothers working on the
cricket square, lawn bowls green and outfield at Chater
Road. Early memories of the Kwong family included
watching Benny and brothers, Kwong Tim, Kwong Sang
and Kwong Po with fellow groundsman Mak Moon, on
their haunches, weeding their way across the bowls
green, removing rye-grass (Chinese name, “Kai Mei T’so”
or “chicken’s tail feathers”), the ruination of all good
bowls greens in Hong Kong.
As “makee-learn” groundsmen, one of their other chores
was to traverse the length and breadth of the cricket
ground at the crack of dawn, armed with long slender
bamboo poles, which were scythed across the turf to
remove the morning’s dew and the evening’s wormcasts, prior to the mowing and preparing the ground for
weekend matches. Throughout these work sessions,
Kwong Senior could be seen resting on his trusty broom
in the middle of the wicket, “supervising”. With a tribe
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From a very early age, most of the
Kwong brothers, together with the
irrepressible Mak Moon, soon became
good “nets” bowlers. By 1968, aged twenty, Benny had
developed into a useful spin bowler and was particularly
accurate with leg spin – a rare talent even in those days.
There were distinct advantages for Benny – being both
groundsman and cricketer, since he was able to prepare
and subsequently bowl on a wicket of his choice!
Benny’s playing career as a bowler had started well and
often, he was brought into top class matches. He was
a valuable addition to Club cricket and played regularly
for Scorpions. Former Club President and successful
Optimist batsman, George Rowe, spotted Benny’s talents
at an early stage and soon took him in hand to teach

1967 - Benny receives accreditation from Club President, George Rowe.

THAT'S HISTORY
him to bat properly. Benny developed George’s batting
style and was able to contribute many runs for both the
Club and Hong Kong in representative and international
matches. Benny proved to be an excellent fielder with a
good and accurate arm. His rapid reflex actions as a slips
fielder were often of Test match standard.
Seldom were the Club’s groundsmen allowed to don
the pads and wield the willow in the nets. Their sole
task was to bowl at anyone wishing to have a net. With
so many hours of bowling practice, Benny and his
workmates became the scourge to a good proportion of
the Club’s batting stalwarts. Indeed, during the visit of an
Australian Test side which included such stars as Richie
Benaud, Bob Simpson and others, the visitors were so
bemused at the prospect of facing Chinese bowlers in the
nets, they would place cash (coins) on the stumps with
the promise that any groundsman hitting the stumps
could pocket the proceeds. With his “leggies”, “offies”
and “Chinamen”, Benny often proved too much for these
stars and won much praise – especially from Benaud who
recalled the experience for long after.
In addition to cricket, Benny developed a natural ability
for lawn bowls and played League Bowls for the Chinese
Lawn Bowls Club as did his brother, Kwong Sang. He won
the Hong Kong Annual Champion-of-Champions Singles
on more than one occasion. In the early years, staff were
not permitted to represent the Club at Lawn Bowls and,
therefore, he would play for other clubs.

Chater Road to Wongnaichung Gap. Following the task
of removing the turf from Chater Road, it was Benny’s
task to ensure that the ground at The Gap was level
and fit for play within a year of the move. Priority was
given to the bowling green in readiness for the following
summer season. Benny worked tirelessly in supervising
the Club’s long serving turf contractor to ensure that
playing surfaces were as level as possible. A remarkable
achievement in such a short time span.
Benny contracted a kidney problem which seriously
affected his work and, having unsuccessfully sought help
in Hong Kong, he went to China for transplant surgery.
Such was the Club’s high regard and respect for Benny
that a sum of over $300,000 was raised from voluntary
donations from the Membership to cover Benny’s
visit and treatment. Benny left the Club’s employ and
took on similar groundsman duties at KGV School for
a short period. However, there were further medical
complications from which he never recovered. Benny
passed away on 18th November 1998. Condolences
were passed to his wife and family. His demise was a sad
loss to the Club and all who knew him well.

In 1974/75 Benny had become Head Groundsman
and was heavily involved with the Club’s transfer from

1975 - Pictured at the removal of the lawn bowls green turf at
Chater Road are Ground Convenor Laurie Roberts and groundsmen
Mak Moon and Benny’s brother Kwong Sang.

Benny leaves the field – Golden Oldies match – “10 Years at the
Gap” Commemoration – 28.9.85.
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Old Curmudgeon Society

(curmudgeon – “a bad tempered or surly person” –
according to the Concise Oxford Dictionary)

O

n a brief visit to Hong Kong, Martin Darke (Sir Alfie Noakes) met a few of his old cricketing
chums for a mini reunion in the Top Bar on Tuesday 5th April.

Alf was a major literary contributor to The Pinkun in the eighties and some of the nineties,
when humour was deemed funny!
He bore much criticism from the Membership for his use of unintelligible nicknames alongside graphic
images of ribald behaviour. This was before the days of automated facial recognition – one had to use
one’s eyes!

Sir Alf (centre) – reclining on stool – with Gatsby, “The Manager”, DT, Vile Eric Shredsby, Boris – the Cane Toad’s Mate –
and Grocer 2. Most of Polly Parrot, who featured in the Through The Gap cartoons, looms above.
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